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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
-Metric English - -
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbreviation tion 
Length ___ ___ l meter __ ________________ m foot (or mile} ______ ___ ft (or mi) Time ____ ____ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ Bec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogrsm ____ _ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
---- ------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed __ _____ V {kilometers per hour __ ____ kph miles per hour _____ ___ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=.mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ftjsec2 ~ 
W Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mk2 . (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Ooefficient of viscosity 
v Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMllOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~ p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient GL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient GD = ~ 
Profile cb:ag, a~solu te coefficient G DO = ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient GD1=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient GD'P= ~S 
Oross-wind force, absolute coeffici.ent Gc= q~ 
Q 
n 
R 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrw>t 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where l is a linear dimen~ 
JL 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 
mph, standard pressure at 15° 0, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 935,400; or for 
an airfoil of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero~ 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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Page 3, last equation in left-hand column, insert sin ~ in the 
numerator of the fraction immediately preceding the closing 
par enthesis 80 that the fraction reads: 
ll. sin S 
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SUMMARY OF INFORMATION RELATING TO GUST LOADS ON AIRPLANES 
By PHILIP D o ELY 
SUMMARY 
Available information on gust structure, airplane reactions, 
and pertinent operating stati ·tics has been examined. This 
report attempts to coordinate this information with rejerence 
to the prediction oj gust loads on airplanes. The material 
covered repre ents research up to October 1947. 
INTRODUCTION 
The fact that all airplanes :By in rough air at some time 
po e a number of problems relative to afe flight. One of 
Lhe most important of these problems i that of designing 
the airplane t.rll cture to withstand the loads impo ed by 
gu ts. The three principal phases of the gust-load problem 
are: (1) the determination of the gust tructme (that is, 
Lhe ize, hape, inten ity, and frequency of occurrence), 
(2) the reaction of any airplane to gu ts of known structure, 
and (3) the determination of the operating stati tics . 
o ord er of importan e can be given to the three phases 
of Lhe problem inee the final loads are a fnnction of the O'ust <:> , 
the airplane, and how the airplane is flown. The character-
i tic of gu ts, where they occm , and the variat.ion in their 
characteri tics are of fundamental importance becau. e the 
gust is the ource of the problem . Analytical and ex-peri-
mental work on what happens to an airplane when it strikes 
a known gu t i of importance since a knowledge of airplane 
react.ions permi t the load calculation for any air:>lane. 
Finally, operating tatistic are of importance in setting 
the level of loading for operating airplanes since they define 
the gusLs encountered under actual operating condition 
and the peeds at which the gusts are encountered. 
Although research on gust loads ha been carried on for 
many year and many of the results ha.ve been incorporated 
in design rule (reference 1), these r esul t have either been 
i sued piecemeal or not published at all. Under these 
conditions, a compilation of available information within 
a logical framework is needed and, for this purpo e, the 
pre ent repor t has been prepared. The cope includes all 
ACA material availahle up to about October 1947 arranged 
according to the three principal pha e previously mentioned. 
Becau e airplanes are used to obtain gust data and the 
various phases of re earch are interdependent, the fir t 
section of the report is a presentation and discu sion of the 
ba ic equations of the react.ions of an airplane as used in 
gu t-Ioad calculations. Thi first section is followed by 
ections covering gust characteri t.ics, airplane rCfl,ctions, 
and opera ting tati tics and by a short concluding section on 
the coordination of information and the calculation of 
applied load. The materia'! contained in this report is 
ba ed mainly on past work of t.he ACA, much of which 
ha been accomplished through the cooperation of the 
agencies and airline listed in the appendix. 
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SYMBOLS 
a pcct ratio (b2/S) 
arbitrary con tant 
wing span, feet 
arbitrary constant 
mean wing chord, feet 
mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
lif t; coefficient 
variation of lift coefficient when penetrating a 
sharp-edge gu t, expr ed as a fraction of 
final lif t (K us ner's function, r eference 2) 
varia tion of lift coefficient following a sudden 
change in angle of attack, expressed as a 
function of final lift (Wagner's function, 
r efer ence 2) 
pitching-moment coefficient about center of 
gravity 
differential opera tor (~) 
s ta tic margin 
frequency of occurrence 
wing frequency, cycles per econd 
acceleration due to gravity, feet per second pel' 
second 
gu t-gradient distance (di tancc in which the 
vertical velocity of a gust ri e linearly from 
zero to its maximum value), feet or chords 
gu t alleviation factor 
lift, powlds 
di tance from trailing edge of Wlllg to leading 
edge of tail , chords 
Mach number 
normal acceleration, g unit 
1 
2 
tJ.n 
tJ.rz r 
p 
q 
S 
s 
u 
u, 
u 
z 
!lpjJl 
dq jdt 
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accelerat ion increm ent du e to a gu t, g uni t 
(rz- l for most ca es) 
acceleration increment, g units 
( 
pSUV dOL) 
compuLed according to formula 2 W da 
ftcceleration increment on rigid a irplane, g uniLs 
probabili ty 
dynamic pre sW'e, pounclsper sq uare fooL (~p V 2) 
wing area, square feet 
distance airplane has penetrated gu t at Li me t , 
chords 
time from tar t of O"ust p en etraLion, seconds 
(csjV ) 
gust velocity at peak of gust, feet pel' econd 
effective gust velocity, feet p er second 
( computed hom >"Ccm'ded ncccb.tion incre· 
2tJ.n W j ) 
ment as dOl-
PoV.K da 
ver tical gust velocity at any point, feet pCI' 
second 
t rue ail' peed, [eeL pel' second 
eq u ivalenL a i rspeecl , fe et per econel 
probable sp eed , miles pCI' hour 
de ign level-fligh t peed , mile per hour 
maximum indicated ail' peed, miles pel' hour 
placard do-not-cxceed peed, mil es pCI' hour 
air peed at maximum acceleration incremenL, 
miles p el' hou [' 
weigh t of airplane, pound 
verLical displacemen t of a.irplane, fee t 
angular accelerat ion in roll, radian pel' second 
pel' eeond 
angular acceleration in pitch, radians per second 
p CI' econ l 
downwash factor 
angle of attack, uegree 
angle of gust Lo dil'ection of fligh t of airplane, 
degrees 
incremental value 
absolu te di placement of equivalent fu clage, 
fee t 
absolu te displacement of equivalent wing, feet 
deflection of equivalent wing under condilions 
corresponding to normal staLic de ign pro-
ced m e , fee t 
maximum value of ow- Oil feet 
pi tch angle, degrees 
A gu t spac ing (di tance between gu t peak ), 
chord 
).La mass parameter ( ).L a is twice Lhe r elative den ity 
(reference 24) divided by the lift-curve . lope) 
( 
2 H' ) pgS/~ aL 
p den ity of air, slugs pel' cubic foot 
Po density of ail' at ea level , slug per cubic foot 
Ilbscr i p ls: 
av 
p 
o 
cg 
w 
1 
ave rage 
probablc; deno tes the mo t probable value of a 
quantit a determined from experimen tal 
data 
deno tes value computed from local measure-
ment 
center of gravity 
WIng 
for extend ed equation denotes poin t at which 
olu tion applies 
max maX1D1Um 
S ub crip tR used ,,~ i th tJ.n: 
o acceleraLion increm n t d ue to a O' u ·t 
m 
o 
q 
w 
s 
T 
acceleration increment clu C' to verLi al mo tion of 
airplane 
acceleraLion i ll crement du e Lo piLch of airplane 
acccleralion increment clu e Lo angular v elocity 
of a irp lane 
acceleration increment due to cIowHwa h 
ac cleration incroment on wing 
acceleration incremen t on stabilizing surface 
LoLal acceleration increment 
Examples: 
tJ.n ow accele raL ion increment on wing d ue to gust 
tJ.nTs total acceleration incr ement d ue to tail 
BACKGROUND AND BASIC EQUATIO NS OF 
GUST-LOADS RESEARCH 
I n the earlie L Lage of reRearch on gust loads, ftn imme-
diate pracLical answer Lo the quesLion of al)propl'iat de ign 
load was needed. The problem was approached b.v re-
co urse to the obv ioll s and neces ary expedien t of measuring 
the acceleration uncleI' actual operating condition 0 that 
some daLa could be made available to designers pending a 
more complete und erstanding of gust-load phenomenft. 
Accelerometer were 1I cd in thi work al though it was 
evident that accele rations measured on one Lype of airplane 
would not be applicable Lo other types, 01' even Lo the ame 
t:n)e opera Lcd ft( a difl'el'ent speed. The main effect of air-
plane chamcL rislics and a irspeed were taken into con idera-
tion in overcoming this difficul ty by u tilizing a formula based 
on the most elementary concep ts of the nature and action of 
1 
{ 
I 
!. ~ I 
I 
( 
i 
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gus ts. Thi. formula , called the" harp-edge-gu t formula, " 
wa applied in such a way Lhat the accelerometer daLa were 
reduced Lo "efre tive" gu L veloci tie, Lhe term effec tive 
bing employed to indicate the fi c ti tioLi na tlU"e of tlL ' e g us t 
velocities. 
inee that Lime, everal advance have b en mad e 0 that 
at pre ent three concepts of evalua ting airplane r eaction arc 
being u tilized : (1) th e very impl e harp-edge-gusL formula, 
(2) extended equations taking into a count the gu t shape and 
additional airplane characteris tics, and, finally, (3) the 
harp-edge-gu t formula m dified by an allevia Li on Iactor. 
These rela ion and concept are presented ub equ enlly and 
form tbe ba i of AOA re earch on gu t loads. 
SHARP-EDGE -GUST FORMULA 
The imple sharp-edge-guo t formula was deri ved on the 
basis of numerous implif.ying a umption whi ch include 
the followin g: 
1. Th e gus t i sbarp- Iged in the direction of fli ght and 
repre ent an in tantaneou change in wind direction or 
speed. 
2. The gu t v ·loeit:y j uniform acro the span of Lhe a ir-
plane aL any in tant of time or po ition of the airplane in 
space. 
3. Th e gu t direction i normal Lo Lbe lateral axi of the 
airplan e. 
4 . The airplan e is in Lead y level fli gh L prior to entry into 
th e gus t , a nd the airplane £lighL path, a Lti tude, and ground 
speed arc no t affected by tbe action of Lb e gust on the air-
plane. (This assumption might be vi ualized by imagining 
the airplane Lo b driven along a fi,ed Lrack through th e 
a ust so that Lhe airplane ha no re ul ting motion du e to 
Lh e action of th e gus t. ) 
5. The primary effec t of f'ncounLering a gu t is to change 
th e lift on the njrplan e. 
6. Th e li ft increm ent of th e horizontal tail due to the action 
of th e gu, t i negligible a compared wi th th e wing lift 
increm en t. 
7. The lifL coefficient of a wing i a uniqu e function of 
angle of a tLack and i ind ependent. of time. 
For Lh e as ump tion oLed, I;h e e}"-pre ion for lift or load 
facLor for a gu t of any angle i 
L [ (U)2 ')U W =n= 1 ± iln= 1 + V + -V co 
( 1 +
dOL ~ ~ V 2, - 1 
da W 2 "an 
U ) T1 
C 
1 + V cos {3 
The term in brackets r epresent the effect of the increased 
r altant peed and the tcrm in paren thcses, the lift in s tcady 
level fligh t pIll the lift i crement due to the change in angle of 
a ttack. If thr pa rticular g u t a ngles of 90°, 0°, and (J 'J a rc 
con iderecl , Lh en, for {3= 90°, Lh e e)q)I·e ion redu ces to 
and , [or {3=00 and 1 0°, 
L 2U 
W = l ± iln = l ±V 
'rhe so-called sharp-edge-gust formula i Lhe eClll a.t ion for 
{3 = 90° for sea-level den ity and i genemlly \\7ri tLen 
iln 
U T1 dOL 
Po e e d a 
W 
2S 
The effect o[ gu t direct ion on the accelerat ion increment i 
hown in fi gure 1 for airpla.ne with win o- loading from \ .5 to 
60 pounds per quare foo t n.vina aL 200 mile pcr hour tbrough 
a gusL having a velocity of 15 feet per econ(l. Th e raLio o[ 
Lbe acceleration incremen L [or given valu es of wing loading to 
Lh e mnximum val Lle for each wing loading is plo tted agai n t 
the gust anglc {3. Figure 1 indicaLes, a do references 2 and 
3, Lh a t th e acceleration is a maximum for angles close to 
90°; fi gure 1 a1. 0 indicaLes thaL Lhe ver Li cal Or ncar-vert ical 
g u L i 4 to 15 times as effecti ve in producing accelera tion a 
th e horizontal gus t. Therefore, in redu cing accelemtion 
dutl\" Lb f' a sumpLion i u uall.v made th aL Lb e signifi ca nL 
acceleraLions caused by gu Ls result from verti cal gnsL ; 
that is, {3= 90°. 
The harp-edge-gu t formula , omeLime 11 cd wi th a cor-
recLion factor, r quires fairly rig icl defini t ion of Lbe quanLitie 
Lo be ubstitu ted . The equa Lion is used for general rrsearcb 
Lu lie, where rna e of acceleration da la a re to be reduced 
and compared for evaluation of pa t airplane gus t-load experi-
ence, an l for Lh e prediction of load experi ence. For r earell 
Ludi es, the acLua l weight of th e airplane i u cd to detcrmi nc 
Lhe wing loacling ince th da La from different sources arc to 
h e compared . For load-evalu a tion tudi e of op ra t ing co n-
diLions, the g ro weight is used becau e i t yield co n erva-
Live value of the effective gu t velocity. In all cas thc 
acce! ration incremen t i d fined a Lhe acceleration minus 
one. The othcr quan ti t ie have been Landardized as th c 
1"e nIt of in trumen tallimitaLions so that ea-Ievel den iLy is 
used wi th indica ted air peed (as umed to be equ al Lo 
r e) and gro wing area. The lope of Lhc lift CllfYe is 
generally obtained from th e formula 
For preliminary cvnluation of accelera tion da La, sometime a 
lift-curve lope must be assumed ince the wing configuration 
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F,GURE l.- ' -ariation 01 normal accolerafion with angle of gu t fol' Iou I' valucs of wing loading. V=200 miles per hour; U=lS feet per second. 
i not known . In these ca es a value of 4.5 per radian has 
usually been elected. 
In the case where load are to be calculated by utilizing 
effective gust velocities in the sharp-edge-gust formula, the 
qu antities used must be consistent with those described. 
If different procedures are followed, the answer obtai ned 
obvioll ly are incorrect in proportion to the deviation. The 
imple formula ·wi th it implifying assumption limits th 
operation that can be performed on derived data. 
E XTE DED GUST E QUATIONS 
The restrictive a umption of the sharp-edge-gust for-
mula cau ed little concern until it wa to be used for de ign 
calculations of glider and airplanes whose wing loading and 
other characteri tics differed widely from those of the air-
planes that were initially u cd to e tabli h the effective 
design gu t velocities. The assumptions of infini te gust 
gradient, teady lift , and no ver t ical motion had to be 
eliminated in the dC'rivation of tbe equations for airplane 
re pon e to a gu t. T he basis for the final solution wa the 
work of Kiissner reported in reference 2, whi ch 1'e ulted in 
the analytical tlldy pre ented in reference 4. 
For the application of Kii sner's work to the problem of 
gu t load , the a sump tion already cited in the deriva tion 
of the harp-edge-gust formula have been continued with 
the following exceptions: (1) the gust velocity ha been 
a um ed to be uniform acro s the span of the airplane at 
any instant and to increa e linearly with di tance in the 
direction of flight until the maximum gu t velocity U is 
attained; (2) the airplan e can rise but doe not pitch under 
the action of the gu t and is in steady Ie el flight; (3) the 
un teady-lift function of Kiissn er and Yvagner (refer nce 
2), which were derived for the two-dimen ional wing, are 
assumed to be made applicable to the fini te wing by sub-
tituting the slope of the lift curve for the fini te ",ring in 
place of the lope of th e lift curve for th e infini te-a pect-
ratio or two-dimensional wing; and (4) except Ior the horter 
gll t-gradient distan ces, the acceleration peak wa a sUlled 
to coincide in pace with the po ition of the point of firs t 
attainment of maximwn gust velocity. 
The symbols u ed in the equation for the gradient gu t 
are shown in figure 2, and the unsteady-lift functions u cd 
ar c shown in figure 3 (taken from reference 5). I t is in-
dicated that, while a udden angle-oI-attack change, such 
L 
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a i obtained by ro tating or pitching a wing, yield one 
variation of lift La' the gradual imm r ion of the wing into 
a gust yield a different curve OLa' 
The equation of ver tical mo tion can be written as 
W (d 2z) = (' t1 pSP dOL 0 (t - t) du dt -
g elt2 I Jo 2 da La I Velt 
( tl pSP d OL 0 (t - t) cFz dt Jo 2 da La I elt2 V 
wh ere the first integral is the force du e to the gu t and the 
econd integral re ul ts from the vertical motion of the air-
plane. Since the tillsteady-lift function CL and OLa a 
depend on chord length from the tar t of a disturbance, the 
equation i o'enerally t ran formed 0 tha t the distance 
V traveled s = -=- t rather than t is th e independen t variabl . 
c 
The equation becomes 
from which the acceleration ratio (::.\ i seen to b a 
function of the ra te of developmen t of tran ient 1ft, th rna s 
parameter, and the shap of the acceleration curve. 
The prec cling equation ha been solved by Fredholm's 
method (reference 6) and the olutions obtained are of the 
form 
( !:1n ) - 0- 2B !:1ns max - 2IJ.a+ fI 
where 0 and B are constant repre enting olution of the 
integrals in the equation and whose value depend only on 
the dista.nce penetrated in to the gu t. F jalU'e 4 give the 
olution for a range of gra.dien t distance and mass para.meter. 
~ ince the un teady-lift function OLa and OLa given in figure 3 
were approximated for di tances above about chord , the 
u 
u 
~~----------------~----tl------------------
FIG URE 2.- ymbols for grad ient gust. 
002696- 51-2 
curves for the larger gradi ent di tances in figure 4 are also 
approximate. The dash line in the figure repre ent a rough 
limit of appli ability of the gradient-gu t solution obtained 
by thi method. Above the da h line, the solutions for 
finite gradient are not valid, and the curve for H = 0 is to be 
u ed. The da h line was determined on th assumption 
that no gradient gu t has a p ak acceleration occurring earlier 
than a gust with zero gradient eli tance. 
Figure 4, together with the harp-edge-gust formula , can 
be u cd to evaluate flight record to obtain the "true" gust 
intensity. The oTadient distance H = 1 tl and airplane mas 
parameter IJ. a permit the determina tion of th e acceleration 
ratio from figure 4. The ub titution of pertinent v'alue in 
the harp-edge-au t formula yield an effective gust velocity 
which, when divided by the acceleration ratio , o'ives the true 
gust veloci ty. I n this case, true airspeed and the actual air 
den ity are to be u cd in the harp-eclge-gu t equation. 
In the evaluation of time-hi tory data of air peed , altitude, 
and acceleration to obtain gu t-gradient di tance and Ll'ue 
gu t inten ity, the following methods have been used: The 
acceleration increment is taken as the acceleration increment 
1.0 
t.:/, ·8 
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1'IGUIlE 3.-Unsteady-lift functions for infinitc aspect ratio. 
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F IGURE 4.- Acceleration ra lio as function of tbe mass parameter. Abo\'e da h linr, tinJte 
gradient solut ion is not ,·slid . 
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aL Lbe peak minus the steady value prior to the start of the 
gust. In he determinfttion of the gradient distance, the 
Lime from zero to peak acceleration a.nd the true airspeed are 
used . In expre ing the gradi ent clistance in chords, the mean 
geometric chord is generally used. 
GUST ALLEVI ATIO N FACTOR 
Mu ch of th e data obtained from commercial operations 
\\-iLh the N ACA V - G recorder and some gust data from 
special investiga. tions are not amendahle to analy is by the 
extend rd eq ua.Lion of the previou section because of 
limi ted information or in uffieiently defined acceleration 
p ak , and 0 means to account for the main effects of 
all evialions had to be e tablished. Since, for mu ch of the 
work, Lbe level of gus t intensity has been set by the airline 
datit and pecial investigation , the resul ts of the extended 
eq ua tion have been used mainly to adjust measurement of 
efl'eelive gu, t velociLy for the effects of unsteady lift and 
verli cal motion . The gust, allevia tion or eorrection factors 
so obtained were consequently based on a kno·wledge of the 
average gust characteri Lic and the response of the con-
ven tional airplanes on which considerable data had been 
accumulated . 
Tll(' gust alleviation factor is defin ed as the relativ e r e-
spon of two airplanes encounter ing th e sam e gust with the 
gradic·nt d istance defin ed in chords. If a r epresen tative gus t 
ize is determined and a-particular airplane selected as being 
representaLive of the airplane used for gust measm ement , 
then Lhe effecLive gus t velocities are rela ted by the accelera-
Lion raLio. Thus, if all gust measurements were made on 
airplane 1 and the ize of th e average gu t were Imown, then 
effecLive gus t velocities from the accelerations experienced 
by ai rplane 2 are related to those for airplan e 1 by th.e 
expreSSiOn 
Uel _ Ue2 -U~P 
( 6n ) - (cm) - Po 6n s I 6ns 2 
The efl' ectiye gust velocity r epresenting the conditions i U' I 
or, if measured with airplane 2, is 
(:: ) U 
( 6 n ) '2 6 ns 2 
The ratio of acceleration ratios is the gust alleviation factor 
and may be determined by calculation or by experimen t. 
FOl load calculations, a specific alleviation factor K was 
deriv('d and is shown in figure 5, as r eproduced from reference 
1. The factor K is calculated with the Boeing B- 247 air-
plane as a reference and the assumptions were made that 
wing loading is proportionl11 to mass parameter and that th 
effect of pitch on the gust load increment i the same for all 
airplanes. Th e curve i calculated as the acceleration ratio 
for any airplane to the acceleration ratio for the Boeing 
B- 247 airplan e (~ = 16, C= 11) when both airplanes 
traverse a gust with a aradient di tance of 10 chords. The 
resulting curv i based on the assUlllption that all airplanes 
are imilar to the Boeing B- 247 airplane bu t have different 
wing loadings . 
THE STRUCTURE OF ATMOSPHERIC GUSTS 
The determination of the characterisLics of atmospheric 
gusLs per tinent to the airplane, their variations, and their 
frequency of occurrence in the atmo ph ere is of fundamental 
importance. Considerable research has been under taken , 
therefore, to cover vario us a pect of the gu t- tructure 
problem. The research performed includes £light test in 
the neighborhood of Langley Air Force Base over a period 
of about 10 years and pecial investigations made in con-
junction with conmlercial airlines , the mili tary service, and 
the Civil Aeronautics Administration. 
M ETHODS OF GUST-STR UCTURE MEASURE M ENTS 
Th e general metho 1 foll owed in the investigation of gust 
structure ha been to fly airplanes in rough air and to deduce 
t he gu t characteri t ic from the r eact ions of t he airplane. 
Wh enever po ible, t he airplane which was the primary 
in tl'ument, as indicated in reference 7, has been calibrated 
by testing dynamically similar scaled models in the Langley 
gust tunnel in order to obtain the actual r elation between 
aeceleration and gust intensity for various gust bapes. 
lVIost of t he data on over-all gust structure have been ob-
tained from records of acceleration an d air peed as a function 
of time. These l' cords have provided information on th3 
gust velocit ies, the gradient distance, and the gust spacing. 
In tbe evaluation of the records, t he pitchina mot ion of the 
airplane is neglected except in those ca e where it can be 
in cluded through calibrations made in the gust tUl1l1el. 
In addit ion to measurements of ov r-all gust structure,some 
measurement have been made of the distribution of gu t 
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FlG enE 5.- Varial ion of alleviation factor with wing loadi.ng ( from reference 1). 
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velocity along the airplane pan by recording the airspeed 
and the local wing pre sures at variou stations along 
the pan. From thin-airfoil t heory, the change in pressure 
at any location on an airfoil divided by the dynamic pressure 
q i a function of the angle-of-attack change and that, in 
turn, is equal to the eff ctive gu t velocity divided by the 
equivalent airspeed of the airplaoc . Local value of t rue 
gu t velocity cannot be measured becau e the motions of 
the airplane are omewhat involve 1 and cannot be taken 
illto account. 
The inten ity of horizontal gust has been obtained from 
air peed record on the assumption that the ab oluie velocity 
of the airplane remain eon Lant in pi te of rapid changes in 
wind peed whieh the airplaue may experience. The appar-
XC-35 
---
ent changes in airspeed are taken a the horizon tal gu t 
velocities when not a ociated wi th large normal acceleration . 
APP ARATUS A D TESTS 
Five airplanes having the characterist-ies shown in table I 
and in figure 6 have been u ed to obtain gust-structure data. 
As may be noted from fio'ure 6, all airplane except t he 
XBM- 1 wcre monoplancs, and th F- 61C airplan had twin 
tail booms instead of t he u ual fuselage. Table I shows that 
the weight of the airplanes varied from about 700 pounds to 
55,000 pounds and Lbe wing m an chord varied from about 
4 fect for t he Aeronca C- 2 airpl ane 1,0 about 19 feet for t he 
XB- 15 aiq lane. The "sea-level" mas parameters of the 
variou airpl anes varied from abou t 6 to 23. In the case of 
t he Aeronca C- 2 and the XBM - 1 airplanes, t he respon e to 
XBM-/ 
XB-/5 
L- 50539 
Aeronca C-2 F - 6IC 
FIGU HE 6.- Airplanes llsed ill gust research . 
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know1I gusts had been ohtained by tes ts in the Langley gu t 
tUlll1cl (reference 7 and 8, re pec tively). 
For the determination of the gust inten ity, gradient dis-
tance, and gust pacing, all ai r-plan carried a standard set 
of ins truments con ist ing of : 
(1 ) Recording a cl rometer loeated at t he center of 
gravity 
(3) Air pecd-altitude recorder 
(:1) ynchronizing tinler 
The in trument raneres were adju ted to suit the partieular 
airpla e. AJ l ins truments were equipped to give suffi cient 
record Lime and weI' operated at film specds to give ad e-
quate t ime resolution. A switch convenicnt t o eit ber the 
pilot or t he ob erver enabled thc in truments to be tu rncd 
on or off at will. 
All airplanes carried, in addition to the in t rument men-
tioned, spec ial instruments suited to thc particular project. 
Thc XB- 15 airplane, for xample, wa equippcd with t rain 
gages on " "ing beam , and optigrapbs wcre provided to 
measure both wing and tail defl ect ions. The XC- 35 air-
plane carried four pI' ssure recording units that were con-
nected to orifices located on the wing of the airpl ane (fi er . 7) 
to mea ure the differential pressure between the upper and 
lower urface . Radio ond e data, a well a t emperatur 
mea urements, were al 0 obtained during the tests of th 
X C- 35, XB1I- 1, Aeronca - 2, and F- 61C a irplane . 
Table II o'in the scope of the fl ight t c ts. With the excep-
t ion of Lhe fl ight inves tierations with the XB- 15 airplane, 
all icst had objec tive a ociated with re earch on gu t 
t ructure, and the flight te t were under the control of the 
test engineer a to the performance and the tYl)e of flying 
done. The tability of the various airplane wa adjusted 
wh enever pos ible so that the airplane sbowed st ick-fixed 
stability. 
RESULTS 
The t ime bistories of acceleration and air pecd obtained 
(turing these flight invest igation wer evaluated to obtain the 
effeet iv gust velocity, th e gradient distance, and the cor-
respollding t rue velocity . As noted previously, every ac-
celerat ion peak can be evaluated to obtain the effective eru t 
w loci ty co rre ponding t t he acceleration increment as 
mea ured from the 1 g datum, but only those accelerat ion 
peak that are preceded by a smooth part of record can be 
evalunted to obtain the gust-gradient distance and t he true 
gust velocity. 
Gust intensity.- The nvailable data on gust inten ity, as 
mea m ed by the eff ctive gu t velocities, have been exam-
ine 1 in ome detail in reference 9, and t he fre lueney d i t1'i-
bu tio11 eri '"en in figure were derived therein. The re uIt 
gi ven in figure arc ba ed on early German work, 1 CA 
[light tc ts, and V- G record from commercial tran 'por t 
operaLions. Curves A and B arc the approximate limit of 
the frequency di tributions of effect ive gust velocit ies for 
over- 11 operating condition and show the probability 
that a O'u 1, will exceed any selected value of intensity. 
In addi Lion, a more detailed inve tigation of limited cope 
ha been made (reference 10) of the XC- 35 data to compare 
the frequency distributions of efrecLiv gu t velocity in 
thunderstorm and line quall for various altitude range. 
Table I II summarize the data obtained to a thre hold of 
4 feet per econd for everal ranges of alLitude from th e 
smface to 35,000 fe t . Table III al 0 lists the record t ime 
and the avera ge paciner between gu Ls for each al ti tude 
range. Figme 9 show the probabili ty distributions of 
effective gust velocity for the everal al tiLude range that 
are ob tained by curves fitted to the data of Lable III. In 
thi inves tiga tion, Lhe data for al titudes below 5,000 feet 
were noL u, cd becau e th e condi tion inve Ligated r ep-
resented random record tak ing in boLh clear ail' and clouds 
at the end of Lhe fligh t. 
From Lhe tes ts performed with the XC- 35 and the F- 61C 
airplanes, Lhe variation of expected maximum effective gu t 
velocity with alLitude within eonv tive loud ha been 
determined. The e r e ults are ummarized in figure 10, 
in which the data for the XC- 35 aU'plan corre pond to 100 
m ile of rough-a ir fl ying, wherea those for Lhe F- 61 air-
plane corre pond Lo 1,000 mile . The latter daLa were ob-
tained dUl'ing the 1946 operation of th e U. . Weather 
Bm au thunder tonn proj ect at Orlando , Fla., and are 
based on the maximum value of effecLive gu t velocity for 
each 3,000-fooL inLerval ; however , the XC- 35 data u tilized 
a complete counL of all gust . 
Gust spacing.- Some information on gu t pacing- that 
i , the eli tance from peak to peak- ha al 0 be n ob taine l. 
In reference 11 , an ao alysi was mael e of the XC- 35 data to 
determine the average spacing between Lhe large gu t (de-
fined as U. greater than 5 to fp ) in area of con tinuou 
rough air. ontinuou rough air was defined a a sequence 
of large gust in which the spacing between gusts wa Ie s 
than 2.2 second . T able IV, r eprodueed from refer nce 11, 
summariz s ome of the pOl'Linen t characteri Lic of the large 
isolated and r epeaLed gu t . The table presenLs a compar-
ison of the average and the range of in t n ities and the 
av raere and range of spacing for i olated single gu ts and 
sets of two and three repeated gust occurring with equal 
frequency. 
110re general information on gust spaciner, contained in 
reference 9, indicates Lhat the average pacing between gust 
that were counLed to an es timated thr h Ii of 0. 3 foo t p r 
econd was a function of Lhe airplane mean ereometric chord. 
This count indica ted an average pacing b tween succe ive 
peak of 11 chords so Lhat the mm1ber of gu Ls per mile of 
rough air i roughly qual to 500/c. The definiLion of the 
number of gu t pel' mile of rough ail' led to the concept of 
It path ratio" which provides a measure of the per cen t of 
rough air encountered Ullder operating condition . 
Gust-gradient distance .- FigUTe 11 presents a typical plot 
of mea m ement of gradient di tance and gu t velocity. 
In pecLion of the fj erme indicate that the sca ttered pat tern 
of da ta is not amenable to detailed analy is and, for uch 
pUTpose , the data on gust-gradient di tance weI' sorted 
according to the variable under con ideration. Figmes 
12 (a), 12 (b), and 12 (c) present the dat,a on the average 
gust-gradient distance a a function of the gust velocity 
(width of hraeket, 4 fp ). Figure 12(a) i a summary of 
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the data for all airplanes with !-la. expressed as multiples 
of the mean wing chord ; figure 12 (b) pre ents the arne data 
with !-la. expre ed in multipl of the airplane wing span ; 
and figure 12(c), in feet. For compari on with other 
figure and for ubsequent u e, a faired curve was h·awn 
tl1Tough the data in figw·e 12(a) to agree be t with the 
data from the XC- 35 airplane. 
The r es ulL presented in figure 12(a), 12 (b) , and 12 (c) do 
not include the complete data for every airplane ince ome 
bracl et , particularly below about feet per econd, are 
not complete. The magniLude of the acceleration increment 
for values of U less than feet per econd wa about the 
ame order as the r esolution of the accelerometer. For 
the larger gusL veloci tie ome " average" value were not 
plotted sin e the number of point repre ented was 1 than 
three. 
In some a e, uffi ient data were available to obtain the 
probable values of the gu t-gradient distance. The prob-
able value \Va determined by fitting a theOl·eti al frequency 
di tribution to th data an 1 determining the point with the 
highe t frequency. The r esults are plotted against the 
corre ponding average gust-gradient di tance !-la. in figure 
1. Figure 13 include two solid lines : a 45° line repre-
enting the equality of the quantiti e and a line through th 
data off et by 2 chords. 
Data for the gu t-gra Ii nt di tance for the XC- 35 and 
F- 61C airplane have been utilized to determine the vari-
ations of the average gra lient di tance e:\.rpre ed in chord a 
a function of altitude. ( e fig. 14.) In the case of the 
XC-35 airplane where no fixed altitude were flown, altitude 
brackets were select d and the average gradient di tance 
was plotted against the center value for the pertinent bracket . 
The F- 61C airplane tes L were made at fixed altitude, and 
the data have been plotted at the appropriate altitude level. 
Spanwise gust distribution.- R ecords of local wing pre -
ures and airspeeds obtained during the flight investigation 
with thc XC- 35 airplane (reference 12) were evaluated to 
obtain the local values of effective gu t velocity at each of 
four panwi e s tation. Th general method followed was 
to plot the data for each gu t a a function of the panwi e 
location and connect th e points by traight lines. The 
individual spanwi e di tributions were la ter identified with 
Lhe corr ponding value of the gu t v locity U and the 
eff dive gm;t velocity U" obtained from the other flight 
l' cords. 
Data on the pam i e di tribution were orted according 
to the shape of the distribution a indicated in figure 15. 
ix hape ranging from the uniform or r ectangular di tribu-
tion to th e louble triangular di tribution are hown , and for 
each shape i noted th e toLal numb er of gu ts classified in 
Lhat category. Figure 15 al 0 indica te po ible variations 
included under each hea ling. 
The panwise gust di tributions repre en ted in figure 15 
were, in turn , evaluated graphically to obtain value of the 
lateral gu t-gradient di tan ce H.. The results are hown in 
figure 16 where the average value of the gradient di tance 
in chords are given for a range of values of gu t v locity. 
The asso iated gu t vel city U was ob tained from the 
syncbronized acceleration data, and the faired curve shown 
in figure 16 COITe pnnd to that given in figure 12 (a). 
The signifi ance of the valu e of U. obtain ed from pres ure 
m ea urement a compared with those determined from 
I) celeration mea uremen t ha. been examined in ref renee 
12 . Figure 17, reproduced from that r eference, how the 
av rage valu e of the local fre tive gu t velocity a a fun ction 
of the effective gu t velocity for a given gu t a detmmin d 
from acceleration r cord. The average value of U. from 
the pressure mea urements is the average value weighted 
accor ling to the amount of wing area represented by the 
particular orifice or measuring ta tion. AI 0 shown in the 
figure is the line for equality of the two mea urcs of U. and 
the error band. 
in e, in some a es, it i convenient to divide the lateral 
gu t distribution into ymmeLrical and un ymmetrical com-
ponent , the gu t hape li ted in figure 15 were classifie 1 
according to whether they were syrom trical or un ymmet-
ri cal and th n r epre ented a having a linear varia tion of 
gust velocity across the pan of the airplane. The r e ult 
arc hown in figur 1. Th in et in figure 1 indicates the 
type of variation as lUned and the two quantitie obtained 
from the evaluation. The average gu t velocity U. and a, 
th e increment in gu t velocity at each wing tip f1 U. were 
taken as the ymmetrical and unsymmeLrical components, 
r e pectively. Many small valu e have been omit ted from 
th figlll'e. 
A in the case of the gust-gradient di tance, the da ta have 
b een further analyzed to find an averaae un ymmetrical gu t 
increment. Fiaure 19 ha b een prepared from the mnmary 
of data for the diJl"erent gust shapes to how the average 
gu t velocity for a gu t of the un ymmetrical shape as a 
fll1.l ction of the average gu t velocity of a t riangular au t for 
equal frequencie of occurrence. 
In addition to the determination of spanwise gu t distribu-
tion from local pr s ure Ii Lributions, synchronized r ecords 
from accelerom eters loca ted at the center of gravity of the 
airplane and in th e wing were evalua ted to ob tain the 
angular acceleration in roll, which is r lated to the span wise 
gu t distribution. The rcsul t of the evaluation of acceler-
om ter records for 17 flights arc shown in table V, which 
indicates the fr qu ency of oc LUTence of given value of 
angular acceleration wi th the a ociated valu e of normal 
accelera tion increment. 
Longitudinal gusts .--Rapid airspeed flu ctuations have 
b en used to evaluate the magni tude of longi tudinal gusts. 
Figure 20, prepared from an an aly i of the XC- 35 airplane 
data, compare the maximum value of Lhe horizontal gust 
velo itie ob tained from the rapid air peed fluctuation wi th 
the maximum ver tical gu t velocities . E ach point repre ent 
a eparate traver e or run. The r e ults of a detailed analy is 
of air peed and accclera tion records in gu ty air from Lhe 
XB11- 1 and Aeronca - 2 airplane inve tigation are shown in 
figur 21 and indica te, for both airplane, the relation of the 
horizontal gu t velocitie to the vertical gu L velocities for 
qual frequeneie of occurrence. 
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ACC RA CY OF RE LTS 
Consideration of instrwn en tal and r ading error in evalnaL-
incr th (' data from the everal airplane, together with a t> 
know1 e ge of the problems involved in the reactions of an 
airplane, indicate that the po sible elTors in th e derived 
quanliti es tha t arc of intel'e t are approximately a follows: 
Gust velocity ba cd on acce le ration, per ce nt ___________ ± 10 
Gust velocity from pres m e mea ur ments, feet per second _ _ ± 4 
Gu.l velocit.v from airspeed mea urements, feet per second __ _ ± 10 
Gu t-gradient distance, chord __ _ _ _ _ _______ ± I. to ± 2 
Laterall~u t-gradient distance, percent __ __ _______ _ _ _ _ ± 20 
Spacing, chords ______ _ ___ _ _______ _ _ ± l}~ 
The ccuracy of th e gust-velociLy measurements, whelher 
lrue gLl' L velocity or efl' cLive crust velocity, from acceleralion 
record depends on the quali ty of th e records obtained, the 
availabi lity of a gust-Lunnel calibration of the ail' plan , i1 nd 
experiece in readincr and in te rpreLing the records . 
Th e local gust velocities obtaine 1 from wing-pressure 
mea L1I' ment were te teel for accuracy by comparing the 
average' valu e of the local gu t velociLies with the eft'ec tive 
gu t v locity from acceleration daLa. The re ulLs indicate 
that the Lwo quantities are equivalen t but that tbe data 
scatler oyer a range of about 4 feet pel' second. 
T he gra lient el i tance determined from accelerometer 
record s arc a function of both the time resolution and the 
response characteristic of an airplane d Lle to known gust . 
ExaminaLion of gu t-tunnel test 1'e ul ts indicates that, undor 
average condi tion , the airplane )'espon e places two limits on 
the gusL-gradient di tance determined from accel ration 
records. The fir t limit, for tIt shorter gradien t distance, is 
specified by the lag in lift. The gradient di tance ly ing 
above tbe ela h line in figure 4 ar not geDerally recogni zable 
on an aeccIerometer record. Thus, Lhi limit is from 2 chords 
to a bou t 4 chord for the average airplane. The second limit, 
for the longer gradient di Lance , ari es from the fact that, as 
the airplane penetrates far ther and farther in to a long 
crradien t gust the efl'ect of the piL hinbO' and vertical motion b . , 
of th e aIrplane, under th e action of the gust, tends to counter-
act the contrib ution of lift due to each increment of gust as 
it i enco untered. 
The lateral gu t-gradi nt eli tanee i a more que t ionable 
quanti t. T than the gu t-gradi ent dislance determi ned fr m 
iLcceleI'ometer recorc! since no ingle concept a to hape has 
been obtained. Tbe lack of deLai led data and the erratic 
cbaracLer of tbe gu t distribution in a panwlse cl irrction 
(fig. 15) l' quire a greftt amonnt of judgmen t in arriving at 
anv numerical values. Comparison of the actual value of 
th~ gnst-crradien t distance from accelerometer records and n 
the corresponding value. of tbe lateral di tance from pres ure 
records indicates that the data are rea onable and in ftg l'ee-
ment with the actual condition. F rom the pre ding 
remftrk, it is obviou 11ult th e enol' is ignificant and the 
value of 20 percent previoll ly mentioned is only a crude 
estimate'. 
DI C SIO 
Gust intensity .- -Because only a small number of all the 
acceleration p aks in rough air can be evaluated fo r true gust 
velocitic' , the effective gust velocity has been u ed as the 
measl1I' of intensity and fr €'qu en y of atmospheric cru ts. 
Al though the effective gu t velocity U. i a fictitiou quan-
tity, it bears a fixedl'elation to the gu t velocit,y for a given 
airplane and given condition of air density, gu t hape, and 
gu t ize. The effective gust velocity i generally about 50 
percent to 70 percent of the gust velocity. 
The largest eff ctive gust velocity recorded to date was 
about, 55 feet per econd and correspond to a gust veloci ty of 
100 feet per econd for typical condi tion . Fortunately, gu t 
veloci tie thi Jarge arc not frequently encoun tered. The 
eli tribu tion of effective gu t velocity in figure how that 
the limiting distributions for a wide range of airplane izes 
and weather condition are reasonably clo e. Reference 9 
concluded, on the ba i of these result, that the di tribution 
of gust intensi Lies wa e entially independent of airplane 
size and ource of turbulence. F igure 9, in contra t, hows 
that t.he XC- 35 dala for different altitude bracket 1'e nIt in 
distribu tion with slopes thftt vary and, when checked against 
figure , differ from those curves. Thi discrepancy indi-
cate that the distribution of effective gu t velocity may not 
be independ ent of the source of turbulence. At till time 
independency is a reasonable as umption for general u e. 
Figures 9 and 10 how that, for al titudes ftbove 9,000 feet, 
the maximum gu t in ten ity in rough air a ociated with con-
vective clouds i es entially a constant. Below 9,000 feet, 
the XC- 35 data indicate a deCl'ease in inten i ty due in par t, 
according to reference 10, to the fact that the record were 
taken in clear air and clouds. Con ideration of figure 10 
indicates that li ttle difference exists in the e:q)eeted maximum 
crust velocitie [or all altitude range . 
Gust-gradient distance.- FigW'e 11 and similar plot for 
other airplane how Lha t gust-gradient-cli Lnnce data are of 
a random characler . Compari on o[ such plots indicate 
that airplane ize might be a significant parameter, a in the 
case of boats whcre wave of small wave length that are of 
no coneel'l1 Lo a hU'gc boaL caLI e the mall boat great diffi-
culty. In a similar mam1er, gu ts that cau e a rough r ide 
on ~ mall airplane , lleh 11 , the Acronca - 2, woul d be 
expected to be of uch mall size as Lo have little effect on a 
large airplane, L1 ch as the XB- 15. 
Comparison of ncru['es 12 (a), 12 (b), and 12 (c) indicate 
Lhat lh e crradienl-di tance dala how mu ch Ie catter on the h 
basi of lhe mean wing chord than on the ba i of span or feet. 
The caLter of point when the gu t-gradient di tance is 
defined in chords is about 1% to 1 for a given value of U; 
whereas for the gu t-gradient distance plotted in term of 
airplane span, tb scatter is greater. The data of figure 
12 (c) how that, wh en the gu t-gradient eli tance i ex-
pre ed in feet, the a rage value of the eli tn,nee vary from 
40 feet lo 200 fcet for a given gust intensity . Ina much as 
th e agreemen t [or lhe cI ifferent set of data is he t WhCll the 
gradi ent di Lance i expre sed in chords, lhe gust-gradient 
di tance appears to be roughly indepen lent of the n,irplane 
wh en eA-pre sed in wing mean chord . 
The adequacy of Lhe average value of the gu t-gradien t 
distance for lhe representation of gradient-distance data 
deserves some on ideration. The relation between thE' aver-
age value and the mo t pl'Obable val LI e sh wn in figure 13 
indicate that th e probable gradient distance i about 1 
chord to 2 chord Ie than the average gradient distance. 
, 
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FCGUHE 7.- Location of orinccs along spa n of X C-35 airplane. 
, ince the off et appear to b con tant, the use of the average 
gu t-gradient di tance, which i generallyea ier to determine, 
i. b elieve 1 to be at.i factory for analysis. 
A indicated in table II, a variety of weather condition , 
from line squi111 to gu tine s in th e ground boundary layer 
is included in the pre ent data. If the data of figure 12 (a) 
are a Ullled to be comparable, r egar lie s of airplane, Lhe 
type of weather appears to have no effect on the gust-
gradient distance. 
Figul'e 14 indicates that the averag gust-gradi ent dis Lance 
i independ ent of altitude in convective cloud. The data 
catler somewhat but·. the over-all agreement appear to be 
good. 
Genel'fl.l c n id erations would indicate Lhat the gradient 
di tance might increase wiLh gust velocity . Previous tudy 
and figure 12 (a) have indica ted uch a relation , al though the 
evidence i no t conclusive. 'When the faired curves of 
figures 12 (a) and 16 are con iderod, such a variation appear 
to be a rea onable e timate. The evidence available (fig . 
12 (a)) i believ d to indicate that for large gusts)he average 
gradient distance is essentially con tant but decrease rapidly 
at the smaller gu t velocities. 
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FlGUHE K- Probabi li ly d islribution defin ing limits of gusl dislc'ibuti ons ((ro m reference 9) 
Spanwise gust distribution.--The hape of the lateral 
gu t distribut ion , as indicated by figure 15, take many 
irregular form . From on ide ration of t he frequency of 
occurence, the trian ular , double-triangle, and un ymmetrical 
gust shape pre lominate. Ina much as t lw double t riangle 
can lead to wing b ending moments along the pan equal 
to t ho e clue to a uniform gu t di t ri bution, whel' a Lhe 
triangular gust bape would lead to red uce 1 wing bending 
moment , the selection for de ign of a uni form gu t velocity 
aero the pan for t he ymmetrical load condition i C011-
ervative. The relative percentage of t he ymmelrical 
(triangle, and 0 forth) an 1 unsymmetrical gu t hape 
indi ate t hat t h un ymmctl'ical gu t varying uniformly 
aero the span appears quite f1' quently. 
ompari on of th data fot' th average lateral gu t-
gradient di tance a a function of gu t velocity U (fig. 16) 
with corre ponding 1'e ult for longitudinal gust-gradient 
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distances (fig . 12 (a)) indicates that the gradient di tancos 
arc es'cnt.ially the ame in both direction. This agreement 
is indicated by tb fact that the ame empirical curve fit 
both seL of data and the res ults how the arne trend of 
increa ing gust-gradient distance ,,-ith increasing gu t 
velocity. Be au e data from onJy one airplane have been 
pre ented an d the precision of mea urement of lateral alu 
is poor, a previously eited, the exeellent agreement between 
figures 16 and 12 (a) i to orne degree fictitious , the degree 
b ring unlmown. Within the linlitation of result the lateral 
and lOl1O'itudinal gu t dimensions ar eoncluded to be es en-
tially the same. 
Inspection of figur 1 , relating tb un ymmetrical com-
ponent of the afre Live gust velocity to the average uniform 
gust velocity a 1'0 s tbe span, indicates that no clear rclation 
bet""een tbe 11nsymmetrical component and the average 
gust yclocity exi t but that two boundarie appear to xi t . 
A fairly definite boundary rising from th lower left-hand 
corne)" of tbe figure and corresponding to equality of the 
llnsymrnetri al component of gu t velocity and tb average 
gu t ,-clocity is llldica ted. A hi o'her valu e of the averag 
gust vcIocity ar con ide l"e 1, the l'('sult catter consi Im'ably, 
but a upper boundary is fOLU1d at flom 9 to 10 feet per 
seco11(1. The boundary hold for gu t velocities up to 40 La 
4 fect per econd. On th basis of thi upper limit, the 
unsymmetrical component of gu 1, velo ity above 10 feet per 
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F lOCRE 10.-Expeeted eO'ecth'e gust velocity at various altitudes within convecti ve clouds 
for 100 and 1,000 mil S of fli ght from data for XC-3S and F- 6JC airplanes, respectively. 
econd can be considered rare. Therefora, the unsymmetri-
cal gu t can be considered to b composed of two com-
ponent : an un ymmetl'ical component amounting to a 
maximum of about 10 feet per econd with oppo ite siO'n 
impo cd at each wing tip and a linear gradient across the 
pan, and an average uniform gll t velocity of any pertinent 
value. 
A question of orne importance i the determination of the 
magnitude of the un ymmetrical component for oth I' air-
craft of entirely different pans. For example, if the pan 
of the airplane were doubled, would the un ymmetri 0.1 com-
ponent amolU1t to twice the value obtained from the data 
shown herein? In order to obtain information on thi que -
t ion, the maxinlUm value of the unsymmetrical gu 1, com-
ponent computed in reference 13 from an<Tular-acceleration 
data was compared with the values obtained herein. It was 
found that for the XB-15 airplane, which ha a span of about 
I 
l 
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5 0 150 feet, t he un ymmetrical components of gust veloci ty at 
the wing tip would be about 13.7 feet per second. Th is value 
is slightly greater than indicated by figure 18 but i not, by 
any mean , proportional to the span of the airplane. imilar 
data of a tatistical nature obtained for the XC-35 a irplane 
(table V) in li cate that the maximum value of t he angular 
acceleration on that airplane varied from about 1.95 to about 
2.25 radian per econd per second. Computations utilizing 
t he formlll a gIven in rcierence 13 yield a maximum gust-
velocity component of about 12 }~ feet per econd. Thi value 
i in fair agreement with the one ob Lamed for the XB- 15 
airplane and indicates t hat the tip values arc independent 
of span. ince the values based on angular acceleration 
are somewh at more con ervative than tho e based on wing 
pressure , more reliance hould be placed on these yalues. 
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When the information on unsymmetrical gusts is uLilized, 
the average effective gu t velocity that hould be used in 
conjunction with the maximum un ymmetrical component 
of 14 feet per second mu t be determined. The data of 
figure 19 indicate that, for an effective gu t velocity in the 
neighborhood of 30 feet per econd, the average gu t velocity 
for the unsymmetrical gust would be about 22 feet p r Average qust-gradient distance, H au , chords 
condo Ca) C:usl·gradicnt di , tancc in chords. FIGURE 12.- Vol'i:llion of f\\"cragc gust·gradicnt dislance with gust \·clocity. 
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Gust spacing.- In pection of table IV indicates LhaL the 
pacing of repeated o-usts for two or three gu ts in cqucnce 
is about 22 chord with a pread in actual valu of some 
20 chords for all equence . The pacino- i approximately 
Lwice the average gust-gradient di tance of 10 to 14 chord . 
These data indicat e that the g ust shape in t he dilect ion of 
flight is either triangular or SllU oidal in character a con-
t rasted to the "flat top" gust a umed in past year. 
From t ime to time, compa risons are made of Lhe crust 
pa ing in reference 11 of 22 chord with the gust pacing 
that wa derived from statistical gust data in reference 9 of 
11 chords. TIl e discrepancy between the two figures 
arises from the fact that t he data on gu t pacing prcsented 
in reference 11 -vere obtained for t he larger gusts and repre-
ent data on gust intensitie rano-ing from 5 feet per econd 
up to the maximum value recorded ; whereas the gust spacing 
listed in reference 9 is ba ed on the average pacing of all 
gust from a gust veloci ty of 0.3 foot per econd to the maxi-
mum val ue experienced by any of the airplanc considered. 
FI OUR E IG. - Variat.ion of average lateral gus f, ·gradient dis tance Ifu with gust. ve locity U . The equellces of gust fcund in refel'ence 11 were such 
that in about two-third of the ea es of sets of two the gusts Faired curve corrcsponds to that in figurc J 2 (a) . 
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F IGU HE In. - Comparison of the gust intensity at equal frequcncies of occurr('nce for the two 
predomin ating gust shapes. 
\I'ere of opposite sign, wherea th e remaining sets of two were 
composed of gusts of like sign. The larger gu t inten j ty 
could be found at any point in th e sequ ence und er con-
sidera tion. 
Longitudinal gusts . - Inspection of the data for t he maxi-
mum values of the horizontal and vcr t ical gust velocities 
in th e same traverse (fig. 20 ) indicate equality of th e gust 
inLensities in th e two directions. Figure 21 for th e XBM- 1 
and Aeronca C- 2 airplane gives essentially the sam e 
indicaLio n, but the agreement is no t cxact and the dis-
crepancy between the values of the gust velocit ies i an 
oft' et of roughly 1 foot pel' second. The data ob tained 
from th e Aeronca C- 2 airplane show the larger discrepancy. 
Some of this discrcpancy may be due to the fact that the 
amount of horizontal-gu t data was larger the n t,h e amoun t 
of verLical-gust data for th e Aeronca C- 2 airplanf\ and 
malleI' th an th e amo un t fo r the XBM- 1 airplane. 
Since th e maxi..:num gust in tensity in the horizon tal 
di rcction is equal Lo th e vc rt ical gust in tensity for th e sam e 
rcgion of turbulence and since a preliminary in ,'estigation 
of frequency di tri bu tio ns indicates that th e Ireq uency 
distributions a re essentially the sam e, the a.tmospheri c 
tu rbulence secms to be isotropic. Previous indications as 
to structure of ver t ical gusts- that is, gu t pacing, gust-
grad ient distance, and lateral di trib ution of gust velocity-
would be assumed to apply to horizontal gu ts . 
J 
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Th e preceding results indicate equal gradient distances 
for th longit udinal and lateral face of th e gu t velocity 
di tribu tion, and this equality uggests that the gust i sym-
m etrical about a vertical axis. In keeping with this concep t, 
the findings suggest that the di tribu tion might be vi ualized 
as a four-sidecl pyramid with a base length of 20 to 28 
chord. While such a velocity distribu tion may repre, ent 
the average gust, because of the wide varia tions in shape, 
a wedge-shaped velocity distribution such that the velocity 
di tribution along the span is uniform and the longitudinal 
shape is either triangular or sinu oidal i recommended for 
load calculations. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Al though much of the information on gust tructure can 
b e rationalized to obtain a " tandard" gust, thi material 
hould be u ed with caution for un conventional types of air-
craf t. The gu t structure of in teres t is, of co urse, dependent 
to orne degree on the airpla.ne characteri tics. Many other 
izes of gusts exist and those that affect th e airplane may be 
only a small part of the random variations that exi t in th e 
atmo phere. 
Available information on the stru cture of atmospheric gu ts 
has shown that, when the gust size and the gust-gradien t 
distance are expre ed in mean wing chord , the gu t size 
i independent of airplane, weather, topography, and al ti-
tude. The probable ize of the gust is 20 chord , and the 
probable gust-gradient distance for the tandard gust is about 
10 chords. A wedge-shaped gu t with the gust velocity 
20 
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li'IGU HE 21.- Variaiion of n~l'tica l gust. ,"c lority with horizonta l g' us t velocity (or equal 
frequencies of occurrence. 
uniform across th e span and eith er triangular or sinusoidal 
in shape with a bas of 20 chords is belie,\recl to be the proper 
type for most load calculation. 
For a sequence of gusts, the gusts may be of either like or 
unlike ign and will be con tinuou with the gust peaks spaced 
20 chords apart . 
Since the maximum horizontal and vertical gust in ten ities 
and frequency di tl'ibu tions arc es en tially the same within 
any r egion of rough air, the gust tructure obtained for 
ver tical gu ts should apply equally well for horizon tal gusts. 
Such information is pertinent wh re gust load arc under 
consideration for diving airplanes or missile. 
ince the data are influenced by the reactions of th e air-
plan e, the appli cation to unconventional configurations 
should be investigated by a detailed analysis of everal 
pos ible combinations of gust shape and ize. 
AIRPLANE REACTIONS 
The econd phase of the gu t-Ioad problem i that of 
determining the reaction or forces impo ed on an airplane 
due to a known gu t. The facLor con idered are the aero-
dynamic coefficients and the pos ible effects of stab ili ty and 
elasticity. Th e purpo e of this ec tion is to indicate wb at i 
known about these factors by coordinating the available 
information. In most ca e , specific procedures 0 1' numbers 
to be used in load calculation are not obtained . In regard 
to some factors, the state of available information i un-
satisfactory, but the factor is con idered and it tatus is 
indicated. 
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METHODS 
Th e three method utilized in the study of a irplane reac-
t ion \\-ere all analysi and t,wo experimental methods. The 
experimental method s consist of test of models in the Langley 
gu t tunnel and flight tests wi th full-scale airplanes. 
ANA L YSI S 
Inspec tion of th e eq uations given in references 14 and 15 
indicat s that the in clusion of unsteady li ft leads to variable 
coefficil'nts, which re ul t in integral equation when the 
unknown appears und er the in tegral sign. In all cases the 
inlegra ls that appeill' are of the same fo rm and rep re ent 
the applica t ion of the principle of uperposit ion to uni t-
jump solulions to obtain the response to a rb itrary or known 
distu ['bance . 
The prin cip le cited i illustrated in figure 22 for a linear 
var iation in angle of attack for which the lift on an airfoil 
a fler 81 ('hords of penetration is desired. In figure 22 (a) 
the angle of fl,ttfl,ck is assumed to vary directly with sand 
the de velopment of Ji ft per unit change in angle of attack is 
a Slimed simi lar to that hown in figu re 3. The angle-of-
a tLack vari a tion is assumed to be approximated by a se ri es 
of unit change in angle of attack uperimpo ed in the s 
d i rec lion . For steady li ft, the correspond ing vari ations of 
lift \\'itll 8 arc indicated by the straigh t line and step in 
figu re 22 (b). The un teady lif t develops for each step in 
angle or attack accord inO' to the dash cu rves and th e 
approximaLe lift at 8 1 is the sum of the contribution of each 
step a t 8 1. The resul t at 81 can be written as 
d('D 81 d('D 8 1 ~a ~CD =-d ~ ('L (sl - 8)~a=-Z- ~ CL (S I - S) - ~s 
J a 0 a Gao a ~S 
or for an analyt ic expre ion of differential increments 
Thi s expres ion is commonly known as Duhamel 's in tegral 
and is illu stra ted by B erg in refe rence 16. The in tegral can 
be evalllaLecl ana lyt ically s tep by ste p as ind icated in figu l'C 
22 0 [' gmphica lly by Carso n's theo rem (reference 17) . 
A previously ment ioneQ , the type of equation obtained IS 
of the for111 
1' 8 \ da l SI cl CL CL = .fi CD (81 - S) -d d8- B CD (8 1- S) - z W ds w \ 0 • 0 a G S 
wh ere (YL is the local value of CD at 8 1, The d iffi cul ty in WI W 
solv ing th e eq uation arise'S from the fad that the relation 
between CL w and s must be known before the econd integral 
on the right side can be evalua te 1. The equation sho wn is 
a simple ('ase and the more complete equations of motion 
consis t of additional integrals and, in some cases, deri vatives 
of integral. . 
Solu tions of eq ua tions of th e type shown have been 
obtained by method s of successive approximation , Fred-
holm's olu tion (reference 6), Laplace tean forms (reference 
14), or by assuming, a in reference 18, that th e funct.ion is 
known. The neee! for olu t ions fo r ar bitrary d isturbances 
ane! tbe compli cated nature of solu tions generally lead to 
graphical or approximate m ethods in all but a few ca e . 
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FIGURE 22.-Diagrammalic i llustration of t he sU[lIlrposition (Duhamcl ) int eg ral for 
evaluiltion or lift following arbi trary \·al'iat ion in angle or aUack. 
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GUST-TUNNEL TESTING 
The Langley gust tunnel (fig. 23) wa built to permit the 
determination of airplane reaction and other pertinent 
quantiti es under controlled and lmown conditions. I t con-
sists of a catapult to launch a dynamically caled airplane 
model in 0 teady level flight through a vertical jet of air 
having characteristics that are under control, a m eans of 
catching the model, and, finally, suitable equipment to 
r ecord the required information. The old NACA gust 
t unnel described in r eference 19 wa capable of handling 
3-foot-span models of airplanes at speeds up to about 50 
miles per hour bu t in 1945 wa replaced by a tunnel that is 
able to handle 6-foot-span n1.odel at speeds up to 100 miles 
per hour. 
The accuracy of m easurement at present is abou t O.05g 
for a,cceler-ation , 0.3 foot p er econd for sp eed, and 0.01 inch 
for deflection of th e wing or flap. Angular mo tions are 
determined within 0.1° of pitch-angle inerem ent and about 
0.20 for th e posit ion of any flap. All m easurements except 
th at of speed are incremental values from steady conditions 
ancl , a such , depend upon the s teadine s of flight prior to 
en try into the gust. At peak acceleration for sharp-edge 
gusts the acceleration increment is considered accurate to 
within O.lg and th e p itch-angle increm ent, to about 0.1 °, but 
the accuracy is ques tionable for the longest gust-gradient 
distan ce of about 16 chords. 
In fundamental studies such as the cletermination of 
unsteady-lift functions, th e solu tion obtained from gu t-
tunnel tests is an indirect one .tnce the accelera tion incre-
m ent due to a gust is dependent on the difference b etween 
two terms. Thus, iL is not possible to determine whether 
the conect values of the un teady-lift function are used, but 
only whether the use of unsteady-lif t functions for a given 
shape is adequate. If sufficient data are coll ected utilizing 
differen t model of many sizes and hap es in differen t gu ts, 
the various llnstefl.dy-lift fun ctions can be evaluated to a 
limited degree. 
L- 43066 
FIG un E 2:3.- chcmaLic sketch of Langley gust tunnel. 
FLI GHT INVESTIGATIONS 
Two approaches have been utilized for Hight in vestigations 
of airplane reactions: one consisting simpl:-- of detailed 
analysis of flight r ecords to obtain the relations de irrd- for 
example, b etween the pitch of an airplane an 1 the accelera-
tion imposed on the airplane- and the other consisting of 
flying an airplan e in rough air to obtain statis tical data for 
differen t condi tions and then statist ically comparing the 
reaction of th e airplan e. The fir t approach wa used in a 
rather crude manner in r eference 3, in which a detr.rmination 
was made of the effect of airplane wing loading and speed on 
the gust load factor. The statistical approach may p ermit 
checks to be made of both theoretical and gu t-tunncll'esults, 
but th e procedures and techniqu e have not been de eloped 
to the point wh er e precise results can be obta in ed . 
TR ANSIENT AERODYNAMICS 
The material presented in thi section covers the develop-
ment of the lift force and downwash buL docs noL cover the 
variation in moment coefficient. The clevclopmen L of lift 
following a udden change in angle of attack is ass umed to be 
independ ent of th e lope of the lift curve and can be treated 
as a eparate subj ect. The neglect of possible varia t ions in 
moment coefficient appear justified at this time on the basis 
that theory indicates that th e zero-lift moment coeffi cient is 
unaffected . 
UNSTEADY-LIFT F UNCTIONS 
In the presen t repor t, the variation of lift coefficient for a 
unit change in angle of attack has been referred to a CL or 
" 
as the Wagner function, and the corresponding variation in 
lift coefficient following a change in angle of attacl( due to 
penetrating a uni t gust has been called GL or the Kiissner 
a 
function. The Ku.ssner funetion is rela ted to til e 'Wagner 
function in that it has been derived from it by considering the 
airfoil penetrating a gu t to be replaced by a deforming airfoil 
where the deformations correspond Lo the chordwise angle-of-
attack distribu tion due to gust penetration . Dlue. s other-
wise stated, the lift at any time after the star t of lhe angle-of-
attack change is expre sed as a. fraction of the final lift 
coefficient. 
Infinite aspect r atio .- Both the Wagner function and Lhe 
Kiissner function for unsLeady lift have bee n deri ved a 
number of time. The former was originally given by Wagner 
in reference 20 and has been checked experimentally by 
ViTalker in reference 21 by mea lIt'ing the circulation about a 
wing following a sudden change in forward speed. Fig ure 24 
summarizes the compu ted and observed circulation obtained 
by Wal];;:er. Although the amount of direc t experimental 
veri ficat ion is limited , several analytical sL ucli e ag ree and 
indicate that the ' ;Vagner Illnetion should be close to correct. 
The Kiissner function has also been comp u tcd a nLUnber of 
times and different results h ave been obtained. Figure 25, 
which i based on data taken from reference 2, 5: a nd 22 to 
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25, p rese nt s the results of six epa rate compu tations of the 
lirt raLi o ('L as a funcLion of th e d is tance p en etra ted inLo 
• 
a h arp-edge gu 'L a nd hows considerable scatter . T h.e 
deri vati on give n b." Kiissner in reference 5 is proba bly th e 
besL. No d irect exp erimen tal verifi cat ion of this fa cto r is 
ava ila ble, bu t Ktissnel' h as m ade several aLtemp Ls at ver ifi ca-
l ion b.\' dropping airfoils equ ipped with end plates th ro llgh 
th e bo un dar.\' of a wind- tunnel jet . The tes ts made by 
K iissnel' h ll Y(' been describ ed in r efer ence 5 and Lhe com-
parison s of the compu ted a nd exp erimental fli gh t-pa th 
eU1'valures indica te good agr eem ent, a t lea t for pen etra tions 
up to 3 to 4 chords. 
Th.e valu e of CL an d Or., fo[' the irlfinite-asp ec L-ra tio 
" . 
wing nrc p resented in fLgUl'C 26. If Lhe pitching m otion of 
the airpla ne i not co nsidered , the exac t sh ap es of th e 
u nstead y-li fl (\lnction arc unimpor tant and th e discr ep ancies 
noted infig LL]'e 25 do not appeal' to be signifi cant . 
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Finite aspect ratio .- T h e efT'eet of fini te asp cet r atio on 
th e uDstea,ciy-lift fun ct ions has bee n in ves t igated by Jones 
in refel'C' nce 14 a ud these l'esulLs are shown in fig ure 26. 
Thi fi~ u re indicate tha t, as the aspect ra t io dec reases, th e 
li fL develops more rapidly, particularly a t th e start, until 
for the l imit ing cas(' of l.Iero asp ect ratio the variation in lift 
migh t be expec ted to corrc pond to t hat for s teady flow 
co ndit ions . The e tima tion of th e un tead)T-lift functions 
for lower asp ec t ralio Lha.n those hown in figure 26 has 
b een m ade by extrflpolating the da ta by assuming that a t 
zero flsp ee t ratio , th e uns teady-lift function eli appear . 
Unpubli h eel tes t m ade with a fly ing wing h aving an aspect 
rat io of abo ut 1.27 sh owed that this m eth od led to r ca onable 
valu e'S . The cale{tl a Le d val ue of the acceleration ratio 
was 0. 92 as comparecl wi Lh an average experimen tal value 
of 0.93. Th ese l' e'SliltS indica te, th erefore, that for fl ying 
wings £lni te theo ry a.pplies. 0 tb er r esult , hown in figure 
27 and g iven by K uethe in refer ence 17 and by ears and 
Kuelhe in r eference 26, inclicaLc tha t th e uns teady lift 
developed on a low-aspecL-rat io wing ubj ecteci to a gus t 
more closely approximates th e unsteady-lift fun ction for the 
t \Vo-dimensional case th an th a t for asp ect r atio 3. 
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An indirect verification of unsteady-lift function has 
been obtained by comparing tb e calculated and actual 
re ponse of airplane model to a sharp gu t . The curv s in 
figure 2 show the calculated accelera tion ratio t::"n/t::"n. a a 
function of the mas parameter Mo' The calculation for 
aspect ratio 6 is based on the unsteady-lift function given in 
figure 26 and that for iniini to a pect ratio is based on the 
unsteady-lift function given by Rhod e in reference 4. Tbe 
te t points bown in figure 28 represen t e)..,})erimen tal values 
of the acceleration ratio det l'mined from te ts in bo th the 
old and the new gust tunnels. The re ults are for all t.ypes 
of airplanes from taille high- peed configuration wi th 
wing swep t back 35° to tra.n ports. A can be seen from 
figure 28, the experimental data cat ter abou t the curve 
ba ed on the unsteady-lift functions for aspect ratio eX> and 
b low the curve for aspect ratio 6. The resul t indicate 
that, for airplanes that include a fu d age, tbe 11 e of tbe 
un teady functions for infinite a pect ratio has given adeglla te 
and in most cases more accurate predictions of the accelera-
tion ratio than the compu taLions ba ed on the fini te-a pect-
ratio theory of Jones. 
The di crepancy between experimen t and theory wa 
onsidered a to the effect of interference on the experimental 
result . If the fu elage i considered a an elongated wing 
having a chord three time that of the wing, then at peak 
acceleration in a harp gu t the wing bas traveled about 4 
bord while the fu elage ha traveled 1. On this basi , tb e 
lin on tbe fu elage might be con idered zero or a t mo t. 
about half of its steady-flow valu e. If till hypo thesis i 
compared wi th the material given in reference 19 (some of 
th e values were in error and have been recompu t d), the 
result shown in table VI are ob tained. The resul ts in table 
VI indicate that, although Jones' unsteady functions are 
much too high on the basi of gro s area and the functions 
from reference 4 are somewha t high, the u e of a net wing 
area plu one-half the fuselage intercept bring all calcula-
tion into clo er agreement. In fact, for the infinite-aspect-
ratio functions, tb e discrepancie arc less than the precision 
of the da ta. If the net wing area is a umed, th en botb 
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fini te- and infinite-aspect-ratio functions differ from e:1l:peri-
ment by abou t tbe same amount, the re ult ba eel on 
reference 14 being high and those ba ed on reference 4 being 
low. Similar corrections may apply to Ku ethe' re ul t 
(fig. 27) . Although the evidence indicates that the unsteady-
lift functions for infinite aspect ratio should be used for 
conventional airplanes in conjunction wi th th e n t wing area 
plu half the fu elag intercep t, the use of net area i recom-
mended and is di Cll cd subsequen tly. 
Unpublished test of a keleton airplane equipped wi th a 
wing wep t back 45° howed that the in tallation of the 
Iu elage had no appreciable effect on the maximum ac elera-
tion increment. In thi particular case, however, the length 
of the winO' from th e leading edge of the root ection to the 
trailing edge of Lhe tip section wa almost equal to the 
length of the fuselage. ince one effect of sw ep would be 
to modify the rate of developmen t of lift on the wing, the 
difference between the lift developed on tbe wing and that 
on the fu selage for a given gu t penetration may have been 
too mall to be no Led during th e tes . Although the evidence 
i till can t and conflicLing in some respect, the use of net 
wing area appeal' to be better than tbe use of gro wing 
area for the sharp-edge gu t excep t wh en the ide proj ections 
of the wing and the fu elage are about the same length. 
The determination of the proper wing area for the gradient 
gu t i complicated by the in troduction of the pi tching mo tion 
of the airplane, and comparison must be made between the 
detailed calculations and experimen t. In the inve tiga tions 
that have been mitde (reference 15), the re ult have indicated 
that the use of the net wing area yield Lhe b st over-all 
agreemen t betwe n calculation and experimen t for gradient 
di tances between 0 and 16 chords. 
The use of tapered and wep t wing for modern aircraft 
lead to problems in tb e computation of the gu t load factor. 
R elatively lit tle information is available on ei ther problem, 
bu t the data of reference 19 indicated that mod era te amounts 
of tap er (up to 2: 1) have li ttle or no effect and can be 
neO'lected a t lea t until experimental evidence of a more 
'" accurate nature i available. Large values of taper (for 
example, of about 3 : 1) andlitrge weep angle (30° to 40°) 
lead to concern as to tbe adequacy of the un teady-lift 
functions, par ticularly the Kii ner function CLg . The con-
cern arises from the fact that for wings of high taper, the 
roo t section wi tb th larger cbord will have a i-ate of de-
velopmen t of lift for a given di tance penetrated into a gust 
considerabl y less t han that of the narrower tip cbord . In 
the ca e of sweep , the roo t of a swep tback wing penetrates 
the gust fir t and the lift may develop an appreciable value 
before tbe tip ection ever enter the gust. 
Wi th regard to tbe effec of wing taper on Lhe un teady-
lif t function, no tbeoretical development itre available to 
permi t accurate computation, and calculaLion bave been 
made by utilizing trip theory to develop tbe un teady-lift 
fun ction for tbe finite wing from th e byo-dimen ional func-
tions of Kii sner and Wagner. Experimental data avail able 
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to check the effect of taper on he unsteady-lift functions 
are indirect and are th e result of test of two pecmc 
airplanes. In both cases, calculations based on the results 
present d in reference 4 were in agreement with the eX'Peri-
mental data for the sbarp-edge gust in which pitch can be 
neglected. In the ca e of tbe large flying boat with 3 %: 1 
taper ra,tio, the di erepancy amounted to about 2 percent. 
The maximum discrepancy wa well within the eA'Perimental 
error. On the ba is of these limi ted results, the effect of 
taper, at least up to 3 }~ : 1, appears to be negligible insofar 
as the c lculation of total loads is concerned. 
o theoretical studie are available for the sweptback 
wing, but recent te t result for a traight and a 45 0 swept-
ba k wing are available. T est \ver e made on a straigh t 
wing wi th a 2:1 taper and on the equivalent of tbe traight 
wing were each half-wing was rotated about the mid chord 
point at the root so that the span changed with the angle of 
weep. The sweep was uch that the midchord line was at 
an angle of 45 0 to its original position. Flights were made 
through a sharp-edge gust, and an average time hi tory of 
acceleration increment as a fraction of the maximum value 
is shown in figure 29. For comparison with the experi-
men tal results, two curves are hown: one ba ed on Lhe 
theory presented in reference 4 which disregards the effect 
of wee on the un teady-lift fLmctions, and the other repre-
sen ts the calculated time history of acceleration based on 
the assumption that strip theory could be applied to derive 
tbe Kussner fWlction for the swept wing. 
Figure 29 shows that trip theory is in good agreement 
with experiment throughout the entire history, but the neg-
lect of t e effect of weep on the lag in lift i in error at the 
start of the motion although D'ood agreement i obtained for 
distance' greater than 4 chord . Both calculation should 
yield essentially the same values for the larger di tances 
since the conditions tend to approach the steady st.ate. 
The di erepancy between experiment and strip theory ap-
pears to be due in par t to positive pi tch of the model during 
the traverse of the gust. Therefore, the effect of sweep on 
the un teady-lift femctions cannot be neglected if the hape 
of the curve is considered important. 
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wing 
The uns teady-lift theory as developed by Wagner, Jones, 
and others ha been evolved for monoplane only bu t the 
unsteady-lift funcLion for biplanes may be needed in con-
nection with gu t-load calculations. No theory i available 
on this problem, bu t con ideration of the vortex heets as-
sociated with the biplane indicates that, for the first few 
chords after a sudden change in angle of attack, the tip vor-
tices of the wings are short and have a negligible effect on the 
mutually induced angle of attack of one wing upon the other. 
ince the equivalent monoplane theory assume completely 
developed vortex y tem with the shed vortex at infini ty, it 
might be expected that for a biplane in a harp gu t the two 
wings would act independently, and, therefore, the un teady-
lift function and other associated aerodynamic parameters 
for the biplane hould be based on the characteristics for 
each individual wing. Figure 30, which has been reproduced 
from reference 8, shows the results of test of a biplane. The 
r esults in the figure are the acceleration ob tained a are ul tof 
experiment in tbe Langley gust tunnel, the curve predicted 
by assuming that the two wings act independently, and the 
curve predicted by a suming that the equivalent-monoplane 
theory hold . InfInite-aspect-ratio unsteady-lift functions 
were used . For the horter gust-gradient distances where 
the tip vortice migh t be eA'Pected to ha e little effect, theory 
and experiment are in excellent agreement if the two wings 
are assumed to act independently. The computed curve for 
acceleration increment, ba ed on refer ence 4, is considerably 
below the experimental data; thus the tip vortices have little 
effect, at least up to or 10 wing chords. As the gradient 
di tance is increas d to 20 chords, the experimental da ta fall 
below both calculated curves because of the pitching action 
of the airplane. 
The effect of compre ibili ty on the un teady-lift function 
is of interest becau e i t may change the shape of the cW've , 
but li ttle or no information on thi probl em i available. 
J ones has indicated that for sub onic peeds the effect of 
compressibility would be to reduce the aspect ratio of the 
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wing according to the relation .J l-lJP. The E correc-
tion of refcrence 27 i changed at thc arne time to corre-
spond. For the transonic range where mixed flow occm Lhe 
variation in the unsteady-lift functions is unknown. At 
uper oruc speeds the effect of un teady lift would be expected 
Lo di appear since the effect r equires the transmission of 
pres mes forward. It would be expecLed that the un teady-
lift functions would change only lightly up to high ub onic 
peeds and that at super onic speeds the functions would 
di appear. 
LOPE OF LIFT CU R VE 
Invcstigations to detennine the proper slope of the lift 
cW've to be used in gu t-load calculations have been made 
mainly in the Langly gust tunnel. The information avail-
able for presentation is indirect and in many instances in-
conclu ive because of interrelation of many factor. The 
factor involved in the computation of the proper slope of Lhe 
lift curve include the determination of the airfoil section 
characteristic, aspect-ratio corrections, interference effecLs, 
the effects of configmation with reference to weep and mulLi-
planes and the effects of compressibility and power. 
Section characteristics .- s indicated by the results pre-
ented in fig me 28, the conventional estimates of the lift-
cmve slope together with the unsteady-lift functions for 
infinite aspect ratio gave the be t results in predicting Lhe 
acceleration increment due to a harp-edge gust for ordinary 
airfoils. The use of the laminar-flow ection introduced 
airfoils having higher lopes of the lift cmve. The increase 
wus of concern ince it amounted to an increase of 10 percent 
in the load-factor increment. Brief consideration indicated 
that the slope of the lift CUl've depends on the steady-flow 
relation between the boundary-layer thickness and angle of 
attack. It was believed that under un teady flow condi-
tions the relation for steady flow would not apply and, 
therefore, the boundary layer would not have time to adjust 
itself during a sudden change in angle of attack. ince no 
experimental or theoretical information was available in 
connection with the probable slope of the lift curve, experi-
mental evidence was needed. 
For this pmpose a keleton model with a laminar-flow 
wing was tested in the Langley gust tunnel. The character-
i tics of the test model are given in table VII and figure 31. 
For the first tests the wing had a mooth smface. For the 
second tests, carborundum grain were glued over the lead-
ing edge of the wing back to 7. percent of the chord on both 
the upper and lower smfaces. The slopes of the lift curve 
for the smooth and rough wing have been included in table 
VII and are based on experimental data presented in refer-
ence 2 corrected to finite a pect ratio according to refer-
ence 27. In addition to the lift-cmve slopes obtained from 
low-turbulence wind-tunnel test, the theoretical lift-cmve 
slope, based on the theory pre ented in reference 29, is al 0 
included in the table. 
The average values of the acceleration increment for the 
smooth and rough wings and the probable errors are given 
F,GURE 31.-TcSL model. 
in table VIII. The acceleration incremenLs compuLed on 
the basi of the charactcri tics in table VII have al 0 been 
included. Table VIII hows that the maximum accelera-
Lion increment for the two test condiLion arc c enLially 
the arne. Compari on of th 0.02g experimenLal diITerence 
with th calculated difference of 0.26g how that roughcning 
an airfoil to produce a tmbulent boundary layer ha no effect 
on the slope of the lift curve that is applicable in the un-
steady flow conditions of a sharp-edge gust. If the e 
results are extend d by the a sumption that the Dow concli-
tions for a conventional airfoil in the steady state are sim-
ulated by those for the roughened low-drag wing, airfoil 
ection characteri tics arc concluded to have no significant 
effect on the acceleration increment obtained in un teady 
flow conditions of a sharp-edge gust. 
ince the mo t probable gust i one with a gradient di -
tance of 10 chords, the average of the maximum acceleration 
increments for the two te t conditions were calculated for 
gusts with gradient distance up to 12 chords by applying 
the principle of superposition to the test results for the sharp-
edge gust. The result of these calculation showed only 
2}~-percent difference between the average value. On the 
basi of this imple analysi , airfoil section characteri tics 
have no ignificant effect on the acceleration increments for 
gu ts with gradient distance from 0 to 12 chord. From 
the present data, however, j t i not po ible to specify the 
gradient distance at which the difference would become 
noticeable as the re ult of attaining qua i-steady conditions . 
For the laminar-flow ype of airfoil, te t in low-turbulence 
wind tunnels together with the aspect-ratio corrections of 
reference 27 should yield an adequate prediction of the ac-
celeration increment due to a harp-edge gust. The u e of 
the correction and the determination of ection charac-
teri tics for an arbitrary airfoil are, however, still open to 
question since te t in low-turbulence tunnels on the arbi-
trary airfoil section tend to how low lope of the lift curve. 
In view of the many interrelated factor , some of which are 
discu ed in sub equent paragraph, it appear that the 
election of an arbitrary section lift-curve slope of about 6 
pre radian will be adequate for gust-load calculations. 
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Aspeet-ratio eorreetions.- As previou ly noted the data 
in figure 2 were obtained for conven tional a irplane , bu t 
Lhe data in table VIn apply to a kcleton airplane with 
little or no fu elaO'e. Th combin cl effect of fu clage in-
Lcrference, a pect-raLio correct ions, un teady-lift functions, 
and sedLOn characteri tic are all involved and at Lhe 
prescnt Lime cannot be entirely segrcgated. For the time 
being, , imple aspect-ratio cOl'l'ection factors appear to be 
6.11 
adequa te. The factor .11+ 2 ha been u ed with satisfactory 
resuIL in connection with gust-load studies. 
Swept wings.- Table IX (from refer ence 30) show the 
re ults of gust-tunnel Lests on a wing wept back 45 °. The 
tesLs w('re made in a harp-edge gust and the acceleration 
increment for a gradient distance of 9 chords were obtained 
by sup erpo iLion. All re ults are corl'ected to zero pitch of 
Lhe model. Calculated value are also inclucled. One set 
of values i ba cd on. the res ulLs of wind-tunnel tes t of the 
ai rplane model, tail oft', and the other set differs from the 
fi rst in thaI, Lhe slope of the lif t curve for the wept wing was 
taken as that for the straigh t wing multiplied by the co in 
of the swccp angle. In both calcula tions, the unsteady-IifL 
function for the wino' CLa wa obtained by means of trip 
Lheory. 
Inspe Lion of the r esult giv n in table IX hows tha t Lhe 
use of the co ine law for predicting the slope of the lift curve 
fo r Lhe wept winO' gives excellent result , the difference 
between experimenL and alculation being within the x-
perim.en tal errol'. The u e of lift-curve slopes from tead.y-
flow te ts to calculate the accelera tion increment fo r Lhe 
sw p t wi.ng yield value orne 20 percent below experimental 
r esults. imilar tesL on a 45 ° sweptfol'ward wing verify 
Lhis resul t. 
The low value of acceleraLion increments calcula ted from 
the 1'e ults of wind-tunn 1 te ts has been of oncern. At 
presen t, no definite evidence i available to e 'plain this di -
crepanc)" buL it i believed that the difference can be ascribed 
to the behavior of Lhe boundary layer in the unsteady flow 
condition that exi ts dmino' traverse of a gu t. The di -
crepancyempha izes Lhe importance in the prediction of gu t 
load faetor of u ing the proper lift-curve slope. On the 
basi of limited daLa bet ter re ults eem to be obtained if 
the cosine law of variation i used raLher than wind-tunnel 
results. 
The re ult obtained to date apply to a definite method of 
sweeping the wing (rotating Lhe wing panel) to obtain the 
equivalent traight wing. Other systems lead to other 
combina tions of a pect ratio and weep and may yield differ-
enL re ults. In such calcula tion , the ame procedure as 
that described in the present report should be utilized. 
Scale effects .- T ests in the old and new gust tunnels 
of models of the Boeing B- 247 airplane (table X ) were made 
to obtain a mea Ul'e of any scale effect. A 3-foot-span 
model was Le ted in th e old gust tunnel a a r eference for 
design requirement. When the new gust tunnel wa built, 
thi model and one dynamically imilar but twice a large 
were tes ted. Th e results of all three te L are hown in 
figure 32 a a plot of the acceleration ratio as a function of 
O'radient di tance in chord . 
. Inspection of fi gm e 32 how xcellent agreement between 
the resul ts for the two models; thi fact indicates that for t.he 
c~nditions t~sted no calc effect wa pre ent. The largest 
dIscrepancy IS for a sharp-edO'e gust and is no O'reaLer than 
differences in results for Les t of Lhe same m~del in two 
tunncIs. am of the eli cl'epancy may be du e to Lh fact. 
that the gu t shape wa Lhe arne in absoluLe dimension but 
differed lightly on the ba i of chords of the Lwo mod els. 
Effect of power . - liVhen the slip tream covers the entire 
span of the airplane, the Leady-flow slope of the lift curve 
has been shown La increase about 100 percenL for the slip-
tream COl'respon ing to Lhe climb condition. Since the 
working velocity has been increased by the introducLion of 
power, a I:eal incl'ease in th e lift-curve slope has probably 
been ob talled . Under Lhe e circumstance the ano-1e-of-
atLack change due to the gust would be u tilized in c~nnec­
Lion wiLh the in creased lope of the lift cUrve. In actual 
pracLice, Lhe uggestion that the power-on lope of the lift 
curve hould be u cd where the slipsLream covel' mo t of the 
airpla~ pan is not as seriou a i t appears at fir t sight. 
The hIghest hft- Ul've lope is obtained at relatively low for-
ward peed, a con(lition aL which the load factor due Lo th e 
~ust i mall. For convenLional airplane , the power-off 
llfL-curve slope appears correct. 
. Multiplanes.- Fol' steady flow conditions the biplane 
IS u ually repre ented by an equivalent monoplane. This 
as ump tion no longer applie for the Lransien t lift condi tion 
t:lat exist in a gu t. The question of the propel' slope of the 
llft curve 1,0 use for the tran ient condition is in part an-
swered by the rc ults pre en ted in figure 30. On the basi 
of the agreement hown in figure 30, Lhe wing should be 
~onsidel' d a ac~ing independently and the lope of the wing 
hft cur~e as belllg .computed on Lhe basis of the average 
geometl'lc aspect ratIO of Lhe two wings. 
Compressibility. - T11e effect of compre ibility on the 
lope of Lhe lift curve uncleI' unsteady flow conditions is a 
ubj eet of much interest and one for which no experimental 
evidence i available. It i thought, that the lift-curve lope 
hould follow the lauert factor in the ubsonic range, but in 
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F,GURE 32.-Experimental acceleration ratio fo r Boeing B-247 airplane as a function 
of gust-gradien t distance. 
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the region near the critical Mach number and tlrrough the 
transonic region the mixed flows combined with transient 
conditions might delay or cancel the effect of compre sibili ty 
on the lift-curve slope. For the time being the usual com-
pre sibility factor could be applied up to the critical Mach 
number and above that, the result. of wind-tunnel tests 
hould be u tilized. 
DOW WASH 
Figure 33 (fig . 9 of reference 31) shows the change in 
vertical velocity at the tail following a sudd en increase in 
wing circulation for several values of the distance from the 
trailing edge of the wing to the leading edge of thc tail. The 
change in vertical velocity is plotted as a, function of the dis-
tance of the tail surface from the vortex shed by the wing. 
Figure 33 indicates that the tail surface first encounters a 
gradual increase in up wash until the leading edge crosses the 
. center of the shed vor tex when, following a violent change in 
direction, the downwash approaches its st.eady- tate value. 
The curves for different tail lengths indicate quite clearly 
that the effect of increa ing the Lail length is to increase t.he 
time delay of the velocity change in proportion to t.he tail 
length. The violence of the direction change as the tail 
penetrate the vortex depends on the vertical location of the 
tail relative to the vortex and until more accurate predictions 
can be made of the location of the vortex, such changes 
might be disregarded. Figure 33 indicates that the assump-
tion propo ed in references 31 and 32 of a space lag between 
the change in lift on the 'wing and the change in angle of 
attack at the tail is rea onable and hould be taken into 
account in any detailed calculations. 
The indications to date are that the resul ts obtained by 
utilizing a space lag of downwash have been in fair agreement 
with eJ..,})eriment, but the correspondin~ calculations neglect-
ing the space lag of downwash have not been made to de-
termine the eriousn ess of the error of neglecting this quantity. 
MAXIM UM LIFT COEFFICIENT 
R eference 19 hows that, for an airplane model traversing 
a sharp-edge gu t at its steady-flow maximum lift coefficien t, 
the maximum lift coefficient during the action of the gust 
was not limited to the steady-flow value. Farren in refer-
ence 33 made te t of two-dimensional airfoils at constant 
angular velocities through maximum lift and r eturn. Angle-
of-attack variations range as high as 12.W per chord of 
travel, and the resul ts indicated that the maximum lif t 
coefficient could range from 30 to 50 percent above the 
steady-flow value. 
No concise estimates of maximum lift coefficient dUl'ing 
sudden changes in angle of attack can be made, but the sketchy 
information that is available indicates that a conservative 
e timate for incompressible-flow conditions is an increase of 
abou t 25 percent over the teady-flow value. In the tran-
sonic region, the effects of compressibility may limi t the 
maximum lift coefficient, and in this range the investiga-
tions made in the various wind tunnels would be pertinent. 
RIGID-BODY REACTIONS 
The available data on gust structure and aerodynamics 
have been analyzed and the next problem is the determina-
tion of the behavior of the airplane as a whole since the 
motions of the airplane have an impor tant bearing on gust-
load calculation. The significant parametors of airplane 
behavior as determined from analytical and experimental 
investigations are subsequently summarized and po sible 
implifications are investigated. 
ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
The material presen ted is the result of analytical and ex .. 
perim ntal study of arbitrary and special configurations. 
The analytical studies have been of a general nature and 
abou t two-thirds of the experimental studies can be so 
classed. The rest of the experimental research has been 
done in connection with pecific problems or airplane de igns . 
Th e scope and r e ults of the analytical studies are presented 
first, followed by the experimental tudies. In addition to 
the behavior of and the load on airplanes caused by vertical 
gusts uniform across the span, limited research and studies 
on un ymmetrical and lateral gusts are described and re-
ported in appropriate sections. 
Analytical studies .- The analytical studies of the loads 
on and behavior of an airplane travel' ing a gust have been 
performed for a uniform upward-acting vertical gu t . 
Ourrent theory indicates that the incremental loadings for a 
downward-acting gust are equal in magnitude but oppo ite 
in sign. Further a sump tions are that : 
(1) The airplane maintains a constant forward speed 
dLll'ing the traverse of the gust 
(2) The airplane i in equilibrium prior to entry into the 
gust 
(3) The aerodynamic center of an aerodynamic surface is 
at the quarter-chord point 
(4) The moment coefficient at zero lift i a constant for 
transient conditions and has the same value a for steady 
flow condition 
(5) The control surface of th e airplane are locked. 
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Extc ded analy es in which the airplane i considered free 
to pitch a well as to 1'i e under the action of a gu t have been 
made by the ACA for conven tional, canard, and tail les 
airplanes. In the co. e of the conv ntional airplane, the 
analysis wa rather wide in scope; whereas for the other two 
types of aircraft, the analyses were limited to speciflc co. es. 
The procedure u ed wa an iteration process. 
The calculations were aimed at covering all configura tions 
and value of stahility which would be reasonable for con-
ventional airplanes and such value of the mass parameter 
and moment of inerLia which would fall within the capacity 
of the gu t tunnel. The pertinent airplane characteristic 
assumed in the analysi are given in table XI for all the com-
binations considered. As can be e n from th table, the 
static margins range from 0.009 to - 0.503 and the mass 
parameter ranges from 10.25 to 30.75. The calculations 
were m de for thr gust-gradient di tances-O, 8, and 16 
chords. The flight conditions assumed were a gu t velocity 
of 6 fect per second and a forward speed of about 40 miles 
per houl' . The calculations were not made for all combina-
tions of variable noted in table XI, but some interm ecliate 
values .., ere interpola ted. 
The re ults of the cll.lculations are hown in table XII (a), 
XII (b), and XII (c) a the acceleration increment at maxi-
mum acceleration for the airplane with the center of gravity 
at 15, 25, and 35 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord, 
respecti vely. Each table hows the re ults for the three gu t-
gradient di tances and for variou ombina ions of tail area 
and tail length. The incremental value of acceleration 
which are contributed by each motion or source are tabulated 
and then totaled to obtain the wing accelera tion, the accel-
eration increment resul ting from the lift on the tail, and 
finally the total accelers.tion increment impre ed on the 
airplane. 
1.2 
In addition to the re ult of the analy is being pre ented in 
tabular form, figure 34 and 35 indicate the effect of pitch 
on the total wing load. In figure 34, the ratio of the total 
wing load increment, including the effect of pitch, divided 
by the total wing load increment, assuming the pi tch equal 
to zero, is hown. A value of 1 indicate that th e effect of 
pitch wa negligible, and values grea er than 1 in licate that 
the eff ct of pitch increas d the total wing load. The results 
are shown as a funct.ion of the static margin for three gust-
gradient di tances. The individual curves shown in the 
figure r present given configurations bu t different cenLer-of-
gravity position . Figure 35 is a imilal' plot of data from 
tables XII (a), XII (b) , and XII (c) of the total acceleration 
increment it a function of the tatic margin for compal'i on 
with the experime tal data from the gust tunnel. 
Figure 36 shows the wing lift increment r ulting from 
pitch of the airplane in term of the total wing lift as a 
function of mass parameter. The three olid curve l' pre-
sent the three center-of-gravity po itions. The curve r ep-
re ent the "average" airplane ·with medium tail length and 
medium tail area travel'sing a flat-top gust with a gradient 
dis tance of chords. The dash line included in the figure 
t h . h' . tJ. f) Thi repre en t e plt -mcrement ratlO UIV' s ratio has 
been used to correct for pitching effects on the ba is that the 
change in acceleration due to pitch is proportional to the 
ratio of the pi ch increment to the gu t angle. The di tance 
between the da hand olidlines is a mea ure of the error of 
this as umption. 
The data in tables XII (a), XII (b), and XII (c) were al 0 
utilized to obtain the total tail load incr ment divided by 
the tail load if the downwash, the vertical motion, and the 
pitch are as umed to be zero. The results are hown in 
figure 37 a a func tion of the static margin dOm IdOL for the 
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mean geometric chord. 
All points except whcre noted have center of gravity at 25 percent 
three gu t-gradient di tances. The total tail load hown i 
that at the time of maximum total ai.J:plane load. The lines 
connecting the points r epre ent the ame configuration and 
the movement along the line to the right indicate increasing 
static stability. 
Detailed calculations have also been made for a flying 
wing with about 25° of weepback and for a canard airplane. 
The characteri tics of the airplane are hown in table XI. 
The calculation for the flying winO' were made for two 
center-of-gravity positions and for three gradient distances 
- 0, ,and 17.5 chord. Table XIII shows the result of 
the calculations and includes the contributions from the 
different sources for the two center-of-gravity positions. The 
total wing load increments are shown for each center-of-
gravity position. Calculations were made by u ing finite-
a peet-ratio unsteady-lift func tions on the basis that no 
fu elage wa present. The total acceleration increment has 
b en plo tted in figure 3 (a) for each center-of-gravity po i-
tion. The canard airplane had the same general charactel'-
i tics as the conventional Boeing B- 247 transport airplane. 
The calculations for the canard airplane for net wing area 
and for the two un teady-lift function have been obtained 
from reference 15 and are pre ented in table XIV. The 
calculated total acceleration increments for the canard are 
shown in figure 3 (b) as a function of gradient distance. 
Figure 39 indicate the effect on the calculated loads of 
substituting the wing loading for the mass parameter. Thi 
figure is a plot of the acceleration ba ed on wing loading 
divided by that based on the mas parameter as a fun t ion 
of wing loading. The calculations were made for three 
clas es of airplane -transports, per onal airplane, and fly-
ing boat. The r esult are shown a a function of th wing 
loading. Point lying above the line indicate overestimation 
of the accel ration increment, and points below the line 
repre ent under estimation of the acceleration increment. 
As mentioned in the section about gust structure, the 
suggestion was made of either a triangular or inusoidal gust 
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hape in the direction of flight. As a check on the inter-
changeability of the two gust hape, figure 40 hows the 
ratio of the acceleration due to a sinusoidal gu t to that for 
a triangular gust as a function of the mass parameter when 
the unsteady-lift functions for infini te aspect ratio and aspect 
ratio 6 are used. The calculations were performed by a 
step-by-step procedure that took into account the possible 
lack of coincidence in the gu t peaks . Other calculations 
indicated that, for gust with a distance of 10 chords, the 
ma)"'-imum lag in the accel ration peak would b about 2 
chord when the wing had an infinite ma parameter. 
Experimental studies.- Most of the experimental data 
available are from general tests in the Langley gu t tunnel 
with upward-acting gust perpendicular to the flight path. 
Most of the re earch can be classed as general and includes 
the material pre ented in reference 19. The results of te ts 
of specific model that are applicable to general studies are 
included. 
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A general study \Va made of the effect of the tability of 
airplane on the gust load factor; t he stability characteristic 
were vari d over a wide range within which conventional 
airplane would be expected to fall . The te ts were per-
form ed on an arbitrary "stability" airplane model for cor-
rela tion with the extended analy is previou ly de cribed. 
The characteri tics of this model are giv n in table XI and 
the toLal acceleration increment obtained from th test 
are hown in figm e 35 . The t e ts were made for three gu t-
gradient distance and with the center-of-gravity positions 
at 17.5, 25 , and 30 percent of the mean geometric chord. 
The combinations of tail area and tail 1 ngth used on the 
tes t model are listed in figure 35. 
0 £ xperimentol 
" 
I I 
4 8 /2 16 20 
Gust-gradien t dis t ance, chords 
(a) Tailless airplane. 
(b) Canard airplane. 
FIGURE 3 .-Comparison 01 calculated and experimental acceleration increments for 
unconventional airplanes. 
The unconven tional airplane models listed in table X I 
include a £lying wing and a canard airplane. T ests of the 
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FH1URE IJO.- Hclativc response of all airplane encounteri ng sinusoidal and triangular gusts as a function or mass parameter. 
flying wing were made with the center of gravity at 20 per-
cent of th mean geometric chord. The accelera tion in cre-
ment, forward peed, gust velocity, and pi tcb of Lhe model 
were mea ured during each te t fii o-hL. The te ts co nsisted 
of a series of fiv e or more (Jigh ts of the airplane at a forward 
peed of 40 mile pel' hour through ver tical o- u ts with grad-
ien t di tance of 0, ,and 16 chords. The test re ul t have 
been included in table XIII and arc hown in figure 3 (a) . 
The test conditions for the canard ai rplane have previo u ly 
been reported in mference ] 5. The pertinent ch flracter istics 
of Lhe mod el have been included in table XI and the l'e ults 
of Lhe experiments a rc given in table XIV and in ficrul' e 3 (b) . 
A fewflighl Lests have been made to obtain data on the 
behavior of an airplan e subj ected to unsymmetrical gusts 
and on tb gu t loads on the ver tical and horizontal tail 
surfaces. The results for th e unsymmetrical gusts have 
b en di Cll cd previou ly in the section entitled" The Stru c-
ture of Atmo ph eric Gust " and indicate rca on able agree-
ment between calculation and experimen t. The r e ults of 
investigations of gu t tail loads on th 0- 2H and XB- 15 
airplane arc given in table XV as ratio of th e effective gu t 
veloci ty on a tail sLU-face Lo that determined for th e wing. 
Th e XB- 15 airplan i hown in figure 6 a nd described in the 
ection on gust tructure and the general characLeri lic of 
Lh 0- 2H airplane can be found in l' fel'ence 34. Becau e of 
the use of improved instr umen ts, the resulLs from work with 
the XB- 15 airplane ar c considered better than th ose obtained 
on the 0- 2H airplane. 
OISCUSSIO 
Wing area. - 'l'he resul ts p]'c enled in hg LU'es 35 and 3 (b) 
how good agreement between experimen t and the detailed 
alculation ba cd on net wing area. If g l'O area were used, 
the calculated valu e would be higher than lhe exper im en tal 
values for a sh arp gust. For a gradient gu t the r everse 
wou ld be tru e ince the amoun t of alleviation clue Lo piLch 
would be increa cd. A imilar re ult applies Lo th e canard 
airplane of figLu'e 3 (b) as ind icated by table II of reference 
15, which how a decrease in acceleration of 30 pOl'cenL for a 
gradient distance of 16 chord s (A= co ). 
Mass parameter .- AnalyLical stud ies Lhat are based on 
exLen iye equ at ions indicate that the ma s parameter i the 
igni6.cant varia ble in that it a ffect the amo unt of allevialion 
du e to vertical motion. The rna s-parameLer term ha a 
negligi ble effeet for a sharp-edge gu t buL is importanL for 
long gradient d i tances. This re ult i due to lhe fac l that 
fol' a sharp gu t th e airplane cl oes not acqu ire much verlical 
velocity, buL in a long gusL th e vertical velocity approaches 
the gu t velocity. 
In add ition to it efl'ect on the verl ical motion of the 
a irplane, an increase in the mass parameter for a gi ven 
air plan , by ineren ing t he 0-]'0 weight, unexpectedly in-
erea es the alleviation of t he Lotal wino- load clue Lo piLch. 
(. ee fig. 36 .) A Lh e ma parameLer incrca es, the res istance 
of t be airplane t o rotation would be expected to increase and 
t herefore tbe amount of pitch and t he allevialion due to t he 
piLching motion would be decreased . The re ult ju t note 1 
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ar ises from the fact tha t t be pi tcll ing moments on the air-
plane arise not only from the action of the gu t but al 0 from 
the ve rti cal motion of the airplane. By reducing t.h e vertical 
motion of t be a irplane, t he aclver e pitching m oment i 
decreased, and t hus the favorab le effect predominates and 
provides more alleviation. 
In s me ca es, such as in computing the factor H, wing 
loading in tead of mass parameter hft been taken as the 
ignifi ant variable. uch a subst itution pre ume a fixed 
relutio between wing loading and mass parameter. Figure 
39 indicate that thi ubst itut ion may result in either under-
estimation or overest imation of impo ed accrleration incre-
ments. The answer in any ca e depends on t be rela t ion 
be tween wing loading and mn,ss parameter . F igure 39 sho"'s 
tha t the ubstitution of wing load ing appeal' sat isfacl;ory 
for transports but resul ts in too-low acceleration increm en ts 
for personal airplanes and too-high values for fl y ing boats. 
Phase lag.- Th e data from the general analy is were 
utilized to obtain th e lag in chord of the acceleration peak 
behind t il(' nat-top-gu t peak. F igure 41 how tha t t.h lag 
i primarily a function of t be grad ient distance for a g iven 
mass J>flrameter although ome variations due to tbe tail 
area and tail lengLh are noted . No efi'ect due to a variation 
in Lhe center-of-grav ity posiLion from 15 to 35 percent of the 
chord is noLed. The result inc! icate t bat, for a mas paJ'am-
del' of approximately ] 0, Lhe lag in the gust peak could be 
as much as 2 chord for an - to 10-chord gu t. Computa-
tions ind icate t hat th i lag increases to 3 chord for a grad ien t 
di stance of chord s when t he mass paramet er i about 30. 
In t.he calculat ions for the triangular and sinusoidal gusts, 
111(' lat'> of the acceleration peak beh ind the gust peak for 
infinite' ma . parameter, t he most adver e case, docs not 
exceed 2 chord. The effecL of the phase lag of the accelera-
tion bphincl the gust can pI' bably be neglected sin ce, for 
man:v alculations or acceleration increments anclload factors, 
a change of l chord in 8 has a negligible effect on the accel-
eration ratio. 
Static margin.- Figul'e 34 indicates that the total wing 
load on a convent ional a irplane decreases with increasiDg 
stabi Ii ty and increasing grad ient distance hecau e of tbe 
8r----,~--~----.---~----~----~--------~ 
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FJ(a: RE 41.- Lag of acceleration peak as function of gust· gradient distance for a nat·top gust. 
Center of grav ity . 15 to 35 perc Llt mean geometric chord. 
resulting increase in pitch. The figure also show that the 
method of obtaining a given static margin is more important 
than the actual value of the static margin. The results for 
ta llless airplanes are discu eel in the following ection . 
AILhough no daLa a re available for canard airplanes, a 
compari on of fi gures 3 (b) and 32 (boLh airplane have the 
same staLic maJ'gi 11 ) sho\ a marked efl'ect on Lhe acceleration 
increm ent due to Lhe radical change in confio-uJ'at ion. From 
the resul ts obtain el , it i concluded that Lhe efrecL of airplane 
pilch on the wing load cannot be specified by static margin 
alone. 
Center-of-gravity position.- Inspection of figme 34 incli-
cates that, for a given configuration, Lhe allovia tion due to 
pitch vari e alm o 1., directly with the center-of-gravity posi-
tion. Th e raLe of cllange of pi tch efl'ecL with center-of-
gravity posiLion is roughly independrnt of the configuration 
for the conditions analyzed and depends mainly on Lhe gust-
gradient di Lan e. For a gust with a gradient distanee of 
8 chord , fi gure 34 indicate Lhat a I-percent chano-e in center-
of-gravity position gives a I-pOl'cent chano-e in load factor. 
The change in load is dou l led for the gu t \\rith a gradient 
disLance of 16 t hord and about halved for a sharp- dge gust . 
Th e 1'e ults shown in figure 34, which are for a single value 
of the mass parameter, and those pre enLcd in figure 36 
indirn.te LhaL Lhe eA'ect of pitch on the gust load factor will 
increase a. Lh e mass parameter is increased. F igure 36 
shows that [01' a mass parameter of ] 0 a l-pe1'tent change in. 
ce nter-of-gra ity po iLion represent about a I-percent. 
change in load factor; wherea tripling Lhe rna parameter 
Lo a value of abou t 30 increase tbe raLe of chano-e in Lhe total 
wing-load inc roment 2 percent for each I-percent hift in 
center-o f -gra vi ty position. 
The tailless airplane for which calculation were made had 
a ma s parameter of about 26, and a 1 }~-p er ent increase in 
Imtd foJ' a l-pere nL r earward movement of Lhe center of 
graviLy 1'01' 8 chords was indicated (fig. 38 (a) ), which j in 
fa il' agrC'ement with the cUJ'ves shown in figure 34 for the 
conventio nal airplane. Although the analysi i crude, th e 
re ult indica to that, for both the conventional and tailless 
airplanes, the e(j'ecL of the center-of-graviLy position is about 
the sa me. Consicieration of figW'e 34 indi cates Lhnt, although 
Lhe ce nter of g l'ayiLy issignifi.cant in determining LlJe changes 
in load on the airplane, the cenLer-oI-gravi ty position is not 
s ignificanL in setLi no' Ibe absolu te level of Lhe toLal load for 
any particular airplane. 
Tail volume.- The two midd le lines of figure 34 for 
approximaLely equal tail volume indicate Lhat. thi quanti ty 
by itself i not of prime importance. Inspeetion of Lheresults 
for a gradient d istance of 8 chords sho\\'s IhaL for equal tail 
volumes bUL di(j'ol'rnt tail length a varialion of 10 percent 
in the effecL of pitch on Lite applieci wing load incremenL can 
be obtained fo r a ginn tati c margin. For imi lar co nditions 
and a gust with a graclien 1., distance of 16 chord , the change 
in load increment is about 20 peJ' enL. A change in tail 
volume obtained by incre.asing tb e tail lengLh and reducing 
the tail arra 1'e ul ts in higher loads on th e airplane. 
/ 
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The re ults hown in figure 34 for th ame static margin 
indicate that the change in tail area does not yield signifi-
cant variations in load; wherea the change in tail length 
re ults in a significant modification of the amolUlt of wing 
load impo ed on the airplane. The data thus indicate that , 
for the maximum alleviation of load by mean of pitch of the 
airplane, a short tail length and large tail area appear to be 
mo t b en ficial , although the combination will probably 
lead to an uncomfortable ride due to the violent pitching 
motion of the airplane. The use of a small area with a short 
tail length will yield results not too different, although the 
reduction of damping in pitch may emphasize the pitching 
oscillation to the detriment of pas enger comfort and con-
trol of the airplane in continuous rough air . 
On the basis of the e analytical results, it is concluded that 
the tail volume i a secondary facLor in establi hing the level 
of wing load. The re ults indicate that the larger the tail 
length for a given static margin the greater the load imposed 
on the wing. For a gradient distance of 8 chords the effect 
on the total wing load due to the various elements of con-
figuration can vary from 10 to -20 percent. 
Piloting and continuous rough air.- Previous analytical 
and experimental studie were made for a single gust isolated 
in space and with elevator fixed; whereas airplane flights are 
in continuous rough air with a pilot modifying the reactions 
of the airplane. Although there are few available data cover-
ing this condition, on the basis of tatistical analysis, signifi-
cant differences have b een found to exist between pilot and 
between airplanes of the same type. The effect of different 
pilots wa as much as 20 percent and differences between 
airplanes were 5 to 10 p rcent. It appears from the e r esults 
that the pi lot is more important than the variation between 
airplanes of the ame type in determining the loads applied to 
the airplane. The variation due to bo th factors is estimated 
to average 15 percent. 
Little or no correlation between the maximum angular 
mo tions of an airplane and the maximum loads in the same 
traver e has been found. It wa found in another fligh t 
te t that one pilot moved the controls five time a often a 
another pilot and no ignificant difference in the load im-
posed was found . These results led to the conclusion that 
the effect of the pilot on the imposed load is due to his past 
actions and i not directly related to the effect of any single 
gust. 
At the present time the ques tion of th e effect of piloting 
and airplane mo tion in continuous rough air on the predic-
tion of gust load factors is only being approached. The 
redeeming featme at presen t is th e fact that the evaluation 
of flight load experience under actual opera ting conditions 
will include piloting effec ts for the airplan es tested. The 
question still to be answered is wb eth er data on piloting 
effects taken in tbe pas t on older types of airplanes are valid 
for modern high-speed airplanes flown by pilots with differen t 
training and with airplane de igned for different require-
ments of flying qualities and stability . 
Un symmetrical gusts and airplane response.- Little is 
known concerning the response of airplanes under the action 
of a gust which strike only one wing. The only material 
available is empirical in character and has been previously 
presented in this repor t in connection ·wi th th e studies of 
gust structure. In that material it wa indicated that 
calculation by a simplified method, neglec ting th e allevia-
tion effects of motion, would have to be adequate until 
more information concerning tbe significant parameters and 
the motions of the airplane is obtained. 
Horizontal tail loads.- The r esult given in figure 37 
indicate that the s tatic margil) and the tail volume ar e no t 
of primary importance in the determination of tail load. 
The data indicate a r easonably ordered varia tion of tail 
load "with center-of-gravity posi tion. The magni tude of 
the tail load varies rapidly with gradient distance, th e 
variation ranging from about 50 percent for a grad ient dis-
tance of 0 chords to 0 p ercent for a gradien t distance of 16 
chords. Inspection of tables XII (a), XII (b), and XII (c) 
indicates that the decrease is due mainly to the increasing 
impor tance of th e effect of pitch-angle increment as the 
gradient distance is increased and due to the fact th at th e 
total tail load is composed of one large term du e to th e gus t., 
to which is added many small contribu tions from various 
so urces which may be of eiLher sign. The net result is that 
the tail load is, in many cases, small and eq ual to some of tbe 
small components . The calculation of the tai l load thus 
r eq uires an extrem ely higb degree of accmacy in orc! er Lo 
obtain an accurate answer . 
As previously noted, t he material pre ented in figure 37 
and table XII shows the tail load at the t ime of maximum 
airplane acceleration. It is thought that t he maximum tail 
load may result from a differ:mt sized gust than t hat wh ich 
is critical for t he wing or it may occm at a different t ime 
than at maximum acceleration. In view of the many un-
certainties in t he calculation of tail loads due to gusts , it 
has been suggested from time to time that t he tail load be 
calculated as the increase in lif t due to the gust alone mul-
tiplied by t he factor 1- ~~. A slight ly different concept 
would be to assume the gust velocity equal to about half 
that on the wing. 
The few experimen tal data that arc available from fli ght 
tests appear to b a in essential agreement with the preceding 
sugge tion. Table XV indicates that the ratio of the effective 
gust velocity on the tail as determined from tail-load measure-
ments to t he effectiv gust velocity for t he wing is equal to 
0.53 and 0.64 for the XB- 15 and 0- 2H airplanes, respectively . 
The results compare favorably wit h an estimated value for 
dE 
1-det of 0.5. 
In the case of the canard airplane, in pection of t be data in 
table XIV indicates that for a gust with a gradient di tance 
of chords the effects of pitch and vertical motion can cel so 
that the total stabilizer load is approximately equal to the 
load that would be imposed on the tail sUlface due t o the gus t 
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alone. For the longer gradient distance of 17.5 cbord , Lhe 
canccll ation is not complete, and tIte toLal tail load amo unts 
to about two-thirds of the Lailload 1'e ulting from th e action 
of the ollst. For the practical cas, calculation of the hori-
zon tal tai l load for canard airplanes might be based on the 
lift clue to the change in angle of attack re ult ing from the 
gust if both t he \~ cr ti cal motion and pitchin o- mot ion of th e 
a irplane a rc neglected. 
In s llmmary, tb e avail able resul ts indi cates that it is not 
possible by m ean of detailed calcula tions to obtain an 
acC' ura te estimate of the horizontal tailloarl du e to the action 
of the gust. The Lailloacl on the horizontal urfaces can be 
bcst (' timatl'cl a the tailloacl du e to t he gust alone multi-
plic(l by the factor 1-~:. For t he canard ai rplane, the 
dowflwasll factor would be a. sumccl to be zero. 
VertIcal tail loads,- The uggestio n ha been m ade that 
aJlc \Tiat ing cft' ct be ncglccted in the calculation of vert,ical 
lail loads chl e to the action of side gusts. On t hi basis, 
the effect ive gust velocity foJ' lhe vertical tail woull be 
rC'lated to t h(' vertical velocity for the wing by t he relation 
U •. U = Wl'1 0 
eurt ical lail ( Ll n ) 
11118 airv la nc 
The experiment al data in table XV sho\\- excellent agreement 
between tll(' ratio of effective gu t velocitie and the recip-
l'oeal o f the accC'leration ratio. Th e relation given is eq uiva-
lent to the calculation of the ver t ica.! tail load for a t ru e gust 
velocity \\-ith no alleviat ion du e to un teady-lift effect,' or 
airplanC' motion. The suggesl ion appear satisfactory and 
it ,\-ou ld pre umably also apply to the vC'r tical ta il on the 
canard airplane. 
Steady lift in contrast to unsteady lift ,- Con iderat ion 
of the eq uations of m otion £01' steady and unsteady flow 
incli eatC's that th e u e of stC'ady-flow lift functions for gen-
rralize( l 111(1ie of gust-load problems is not warranted. 
Th C' ratio of lhe "stC'ady-flow" acceleration to the "un teady-
flow " acceleration in the same gust is 
whC'J'c (' i 1 he unst cady lifL coeffic ient for a gradient gu t . 
Fo r infln itC' mas paramete r, the ratio of acceleration varies 
ft'om i tinity for zero graclimt di tance (C= O at H = O) to 
J .0 forinfiJl ite gracl ien t d istance (teady flow, = ] .0). 
The ,-< ri a ti on wit lt mass parametC'r " 'ould not be so Ira tic 
hC'caus<.' it affect only the allev iation term, but, since the 
integra l in the denominator contains an uD steady-lift ftm c-
lion , cons iclerable deviation would be expected at small 
values of m< ss parameter. Theref 1'e, th e t ren ds indicated 
by steady-flow ca1c ula tiol1s a rc not necessarily exprctecl to 
be t hose fot' unst.eady lift calculations. 
TIl e ca lcula ted results ShO\I'J1 in fig ul'c 3 (b) , in which t he 
unsteady-lift. funcl ion for 1= 6 and co \\'ere ut ili zed, in-
di cate lh e importance of unst eady-liIt-cLU've h ape at large 
gusL-gra dient dis tances. As indica ted in t he iig LU'e , for 
gradient eli tance of about 1 chords, t he ubs titu tion of 
unsteady -lift function of aspect raLio 6 for Lhose of a p cL 
ratio co changed the calculated acceleration incremen t b,Y 50 
percent. It i a pparent lhat , in lh e cae in which the 
pitching motion of th e a i1' llan ce i significant and t he de-
tailed rC'spon e of the airplane i Lo be calculated , minor 
change in the un ' teacly-l ift funcl ions th emselves can lead to 
serious el i cr epanc ie. T he neglect of un teady-lift relation 
should involve more radical deviat ions than Lh e s ub t it ution 
of one unstcady- lift funcl ion for another and docs not appear 
lo b e valid. 
Gust shape ,- F igul'e 40 shows that the siou oidal gu t 
can be substitut.ed for t he trian o- ular gu t wit h a small 
relative elTor. The CUITes indicate tha t lhe relative errol' 
i abou L 2 percent for a range of mas parameter fr om 5 to 0, 
with the abso lu Lc e1'1'or vary ing from 5 to abou t 8 percent 
high. The r es ult indicale, therciore , that t h trend pre-
di cted ror lhc one gust sha pc should apply eq ually well to the 
other gus t shape . 
Calculated and experimental results ,- Inspection of fi gm e 
2 ind icates that , for th ca e in which the pitch efIect arc 
negl ig ible, the ea lter in compuling the acceler at ion rat io 
appears Lo be ranclom and t he experimental r es ulLs fall on 
each icie of th e calculal ed curve. ome of t he scatLer noted 
i cau cd by pitclling of the mod el and som e is undoub Ledly 
caused by diffi cult ies in m aking t he exper imental m ea Ul'e-
lTI ent On t ll(' whole, the calculatecl result a ppear to agr e 
in a at isfact.ory mann er wi th experiment. ,' imila]' agree-
ment i i ndi cateci infigu]'es 35, 3 (a), 38 (b) , and 32 for 
TI= O ,\-he]'c pileh i consici cred neglig ible. It. is beli eved , 
therefo]'e , on t hr basi 0-1' tbese ]'e ult s, that. t he unsLeady-
lift fun clions, lh e slope of t he lift curve, and similar item 
involved in the calculal ion arc known with an accu],acy 
comparable to t hat for ot her elements of gusl-Ioad calcula-
lion . 
For gradi enl d islances olh er th an zero 01' for tho e ca, es 
in wh ic h the pi (ch i a factor , the eli crepancies bet ween 
calculal ion a nd experin1<'nt be rome larger a the graclir n t 
distance increases until, as indicated b~T flgurc 35, the errors 
arc serious for g radi ent dislances of 16 to 20 rhord . In th e 
case or bo th th e convrnlional a irpla ne (fi g. 35) a nd the 
canard airplane (fi g. 3 (b)) , tbe calculations for the longer 
gusL-gradi ent eli tance arc unco n ervative and lead to m alleI' 
predicted load faclors. In lhe ca e of th e la ill ess ai rplane 
(lig . 3 (a)) the ealculate c1 value arc in D'oo cl ag reement. 
Consicleralion of the data presenLed in fi g llre 32, in which the 
eO'ecl of pit ch ha bern neglected in th e calculal ion , indicate 
Lhal the neglec t of pilch r l' lh e longer gu L-gradient eli Lance 
will be conse ),va ti ve. Th good agrr rm en ( for (h e taili es 
a irplan e (fi g . 3R(fI )) at all o-raelienL eli lan es compared with 
lh e vari al ion in ,greem enl betwer n calculation and experi-
ment fo), l iJ e ol hrr ca e indi cate lhaL lh e inlrodu cl ion of th e 
Ln,i l urface and possibl .v lh e fll selage has muc h Lo do with the 
ac!equfl,cy or the detai led calcula ti on of a irplane response to a 
gust. The errors indi cal rd for the longer gusL-oTadient 
di (a nc('s as compared wit h Lbc sha rper gll s l indi cate that the 
pilch eO'ect is probably lhe least. acc ul'a Le l ~- predi ctc 1 Cjuan-
l iLy anci , l herefor!' , leads lo th e e l')'or noled. 
From Lh e re ult. obtained it a ppears that the wing load cl1.l 
to a gust can be calculated withi n 10 percent for gradient 
- -- --- ----~--
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di tance Up to 10 chord s. The accuracy in any individual 
case or for large grad ient distance cannot be e timatecl. 
because of pitch a,nd econdaryeffect that may be _ignificant 
but are not recognized unlil te t results are available. Minor 
changes in va,riables uch a downwa h can lead to serious 
variation of numerical re uIt , and the e t imation of loads by 
detailed or exLen ive calculations is not of sufficien t accuracy 
to wa,rrant much confidence in th e results. 
ELASTIC-AIRPLA E REACTIO S 
ince the load imposed wh en airplane encounLer gu ts are 
applied udd enly, the dynami c re pon e of the a irplane 
tructure ha been of concern siD ce the initiation of gu L-load 
studies. A number of Luelie (reference 2 ancl 35 to 40) 
have b een mad e at various t im to evalua te th e imporLance 
of dynami l"e ponse and of the various parameter involved. 
In 1939, projected airpla,ne de igns indi ated that dynamic 
respon e might be of co ncern and an analy t ical and experi-
mentn,l stud.v was und ertaken. Th resulL of this investi-
gation ar pre en ted in reference 3, . 
In this ection th e result obtained in reference 38 are 
ummarized fl. . well a some results from unp nbli h ed t udies. 
The ignifi cance of dynami respon e and the importance of 
the variol! parameters in producing dynamic respo nse. 111 
a irplane sf ructures arc of chi ef co ncern . 
M E THODS 
The analytical method developed in reference 3 was to 
redu ce the aU'plane stru eture to an "equivalent" biplane 
who e upp er winO" had t he arne motion a the original wing 
t ip and, by u ing an effective damping factor instead of 
un teady-lift function , to obtain two simultaneo u linear 
differential equation. The equivalent biplane, in which 
t he upper wing is connected by pring Lo t h lower wing-
fuselage combination, is adj usted 0 t hat the components 
have the arne motion a th wing tip and fu selage of the 
airplane und er tudy. The equivalent ystem lllU t incl ude 
the proper eli tribution of aerodynamic forces as well as 
inertia and clast ic forces . The lef1 ecLion of t he upper wing 
of the biplane is taken a a measure of dynamic sLre . The 
dynamic- t res ratio i defined as t h.e ratio of dy namic to 
tatic wing-Lip defl ection . The static deflection i com-
pu ted in t h e same manncr a for normal cl e ign by including 
inert ia effect but negl ctino' aerodynami c dam] ing du e to 
vibrat ion of the upper win O". 
The spring constant, equivalent rna es, and aerodynamic 
damping for tbe equivalen t ystem are calculated so t hat 
the tatic ancl vibration characteristics of the original wing 
are repre ente 1. In general, the following concl i Lion arc 
to be ati :fied: 
l. The tOLal mass of and the total load on th equ ivalen t 
biplane hould be iden tical with tho e of t he original ai.rplane . 
2. The upper wing hould deflec t under t he equivalent 
tatic load th e arne amount a the original wing tip uncler 
it COlT spondinO" tatic-load distribut ion . 
3. The natmal frequ ency of the equivalent sy Lem hould 
be t he same as t hat of t he original wing. 
4. The kinetic energy of vibration of Lhe upper wing 
should closely approximate that of t he original wing for the 
arne tip amplitude of vibration . 
5. The damping coeffi cient of the upper " 'ing should 1"ep-
re en , at lea t up to p eak load, the dampinO" of the mo tion 
of the original wing . 
The shape of th e forcing fWlction used in the calculaLions 
of reference 38 wa obtained from acceleromete r record s 
of gu t-tunncl te ts of differen t model by ubtracting the 
co mputed acceleration incremen t due to ver t ical moLion. 
Thi procedure wa fo llowed ince the predic tion of a irplane 
reactions as a ffected by tabili ty and oLher factors i of 
doubtful accuracy, as previou ly noted . For repre entative 
gu t ize (H. = 0 to H. = 20 chord ) it was found in l' (erence 
3 that a Cill've of the form Ate- bt was a o'ooclrcpre entation. 
The forcing {unction for Lhe complete a irplane wa then 
divided 0 that the upper wing of the equivalen t b iplane 
would have the sam e static defiection a the original wing tip . 
In aeld ition to and as a check on the method of calcula-
tion , test were made in the Langley gu t Lunnel wi th a model 
having two wing of differen t frequ encie. The wing deflec-
tion and fuselage acceleration were the primary quant ities 
measm ed. The modcl u edi hown diagrammaLically in 
figme 42 and it character i t ics together with Lhe Le t 
condi tion are given in table XVI. 
For each of th two win O" frequen cie LesLs were made at 
one forward speed and three gust sizes. Time hisLorie of 
pitch , acceleration increment of the iu elage, and wing 
dcIlection were obtained. Some r sults of the test arc shown 
in figure 43 , in which the maximum wing-tip deflect ion per 
unit acceleraLion increment i plo tted Jor one wmg as a 
function of gradient di tance. 
Emery k nife edge .. _ 
", 
Fuselage spring 
arran gemen t '. 
~.: 
FI (]U RE 42.- Diagram of knife edge, struts, and fuselage spring of test model. 
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FIGURE 44 -Variation of rat io of maxim um dynam ic response to static response wi t h gradient distance. 
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The analytical procedm e described in reference 38 was 
utilized to compute Lhe respon e of the sy tern when damping 
of the motion is included and , \Then aerodynamic damping 
is neglected. The results have been included in figme 43 
for comparison with experiment. 
ANALYTIC AL STUDY 
In order to determine the effect of the various parameter 
on dynamic response, a series of calculation was made at 
three gu t-gradient distance for four airplane . The charac-
teri tic of the airplanes, which weI' designated as A, B , C, 
and D , are given in table XVII. The parameters tudied 
were the wing stiffness, airplane weigh t, and forward peed; 
and all damping was neglected. The gust velocity was not 
varied since ratio of dynamic to tatic conditions were 
utilized, and it wa not a factor for linear equations. The 
condition u ed in the calculations are given in table XVII. 
The calculated 1'e ult for each airplane of the maximum 
deflection ratio, wing-tip acceleration ratio, and fuselage 
acceleration ratio are hown in figme 44. 
DIS CUSSION 
Inspection of the results of figure 43 indicates, in general, 
that dynamic response i overestimated when damping is 
neglected ; wherea the inclusion of damping leads to fair 
agreement with the experimental resul ts. The res ult ob-
tained were not ufficiently accurate to provide an absolute 
check of the calculation. The results do indicate, however , 
that the calculations o-ive a fair prediction of the ratio of 
maximum wing deflection to maximum fuselage accelera tion. 
Time hi tories given in reference 38 but not hown herein 
indicate that the method of calculation did not predict cor-
rectly the ampli tude of tbe wing 0 cillations after passing 
the peak load. The resul t is du e in part to the fact that the 
damping coefficient wa adjusted to give a good estimate for 
the first wing motion and would be overesLimated for the 
subsequent vibratory motion. Putnam (reference 39) at-
tempted to l'esolv this difficulty when he extended the 
method of reference 3 . Another possible factor is that the 
simplifications used are still too drastic. Other results 
(reference 3 ) indicate that the use of a constant damping 
factor is reasonable if its magnitude i adju ted for the 
average effect of unsteady lift. 
Inspection of figure 44 indicates that the dynamic-stress 
ratios Od /08t and wing-tip acceleration ratio D 20w /Lln
r max max maz 
increase as the gradient di tance decreas(' . Recent cal-
culation for more mod rn aircraft bear out this result and 
indicate that elastic response is becominO' increasingly im-
pOl'tant. The fu selage acceleration ratio D20f / t:.n r did max l1WX 
no t appear to differ greatly from 1.0 and doc not appear to 
be seriously affected by gu t size. 
The calculations shown in figure 45 for tbe effect of wing 
stiffness on the dynamic-stress ratio indicate that, at the 
"cri tical" gradient distance of 10 chords, the high-frequency 
wing shows a dynamic-stress ratio of 14 percent below the 
low-frequency wing. Fmther analysis is needed before a 
definite conclu ion can be reached that a reduction of wing 
frequency by changing wing stiffne s tends to increase the 
dynamic-stres ratio at any gradien t distance. 
The result given in figure 46 illustr ate the variations of the 
Lhree ratio due to increasing the forward v locity of model 
o from 200 to 400 miles per hour. The increa e in velocity 
together ,,,ith the corresponding increase in the rate of appli-
cation of the gust load would appear to result in an increase 
in the dynamic-stress ratio. Figure 46, however , shows that 
the dynamic-stres ratio doe not vary much as the speed 
increases and thi lack. of variation is though t to be caused 
partly by the increase in aerodynamic damping with peed. 
Although the re ults for the fuselage acceleration ratio sbow 
li ttle effect of speed, the wing-tip acceleration ratio increases 
from about 1.8 to 2.5 as the speed is doubled. 
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The calculations for model D were m ade to , how th e eff ect 
on lllC' dynami - Lress raLio of a ch ange in flight condi tion 
Jrom llor~llal gro s weigh t to overload gros weigh t. T able 
XVII shows thaL the forward YcloeiLy is different in the two 
cases, but con id eration of th e foregoing dis ussion m ay jus-
tify the a s umption Lh at speed b a, a neglig ible eff ec t on Lhe 
fin·dings. The 1'e ult are given in fi g ure 47 with clynami c-
lress raLio plo tted a a function of the gradi ent di tance of 
th e gu l. ~ reducLion in wi ng fr equency brollgh .L abou t ~)' 
lh e addition of mass i shown Lo t e ul t Jl1 a n m cr ase In 
th e d \' namic-stre raLio. 
Av; il able inform a lion on repeated gusLs uch a g iven in 
la ble IV has been 1I . ed (reference' 3 ) to dete rmine th e 
clynanl ic eITects on wing defl ection in repeated gust . Th e 
f~ll o \\' i ng Lable (from rcfel'en 'e 3 ) indica, t s th e dynamic-
c\encc[ion raLios for two gust of given intens iLy paced 25 
chord s apa r l. Al 0 g iven in the table are the deneclion rtLLi os 
for Lhe s ingle gusls of gJ'eater inten ity whi ch have Lhe ame 
probahility of occurrence as the sequence of Lwo g ll st u, ecl. 
I 
" D esign " " Design " 
rc pc~ll cd Single ~ l o cl e l C'c ncli t ion gusts gUS!S 
- f-) 1-:-
1) 2 
( fJdl1lO:r / OIJ t) (Od11IOZ / 0,. t) 
0.96 
I. 08 
1.10 
I. 07 
.92 
I. 09 
------------------~ 
Tbe \,H ria t ion ill lbe resulLs i ncl icate tha L the clynam ic-
stress mtios for a rep eate 1 g llst . hould be invesligatecl. The 
r esult s also indi cale lhal Lb ese dynami c-str ess ra lios are 
probn!>l.\· no( mudl g reater than Lhose clcLermin ed for a s ingle 
o'usL li l\e1\' to be encountered in Oig h L. t:> • 
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tudy of available re. lilts and unpublish ed d a ta indiC'ates 
Lhat cl ~'namic r espo nse is becoming of g rea t r imporLance 
\\'itll n;oclern advance in airplane design. A m a Lend to 
be di s tributed a,long th e wing, more exa,c t oluLion are needed 
and , until the varioL! factors s ll ch a unsleady-lifL fun cLions, 
ine rti a terms, clast ic cons ta nts , ancl t he spa n\\' ise gust distri-
buLion a rc known more exac Lly , such calcula,Lions sho uld be 
lItilized on a relaLive ba is. AlLboug h new ancl more clab rate 
m ethod s of calculati on are ayailable , se riou problems till 
remaill a (0 th e ha ic aerod y n'lmie a nd cIa Lie coeffi cien ts . 
OPERATING STATISTICS 
A knowledge of gu t st ructure and method s for compuLin O' 
ai rpl a ll e reaction is in IlfflcienL for gust-load calcula ti ons 
\\"i tboll L knowing Lbe con di t ion" for \\-hich load calculat io n 
arc required. Thu , in order to olve the prac tical proble m 
of load precii ction , lhe g usLs LbaL a irpl anes encounler and Lh e 
ope rat ing condilions ( peed , weighL, altitude, and, p erb ap., 
center .. of-grayity posiLion) thaL a re likely to ex i L aL the t ime 
th e g ll s l is ellco un tered mu t be known. Th e [a,ct that .the 
source of loacl, Lh e a Lm o pheric g ust , is of a fai rl y random 
chamcter and t hat Lh e operating con litions vary wid ely 
ma,!ce iL imrractical Lo predict th e exact loads a,nd tbe as 0 -
eiated cond itions that are experienced by a given airplane 
during iL s lifetime. 
METHOD 
The O'eneral m ethod of ob taining the desired infOl'ma tion 
bas bee~l to ins tall in trul11cnts in aircraft and to r ecord their 
experien e a nd operaLing condit ion. without interfering 
with ro utine prac tice. Three proee lure h ave b een used : 
The installaL ion of imple instruments uch as the AOA 
V -G r ecorder giving broad coverage a to rou te , airplane 
type, a nd time but no deLailed inform aLion, the in Lalla tion 
of special instrumentation for a very l imi ted period of time 
Lo obtain information on a particular quantity in detail, and, 
finally, the iostalla,tion of fairly ela hora te inst rumentation 
cont roll cl by a n b erv r to obtain as much deLa,iled data as 
pos ible on everal quantiti e during one or mol' flight . 
The NACA V -G recorder (reference 4) reco rds on a 
smoked g-la" pla te Lh normal acce]cr a,L ion a a function of 
t he airspeed at which it was imposed. In u e, a record plat.e 
is left in Lhe instr umenL during operaLion and th e r e ulting 
deal' area on the gla s rep re enl a n cnvelope of accelera,-
t ions and a irsp eed experienced by the airplan e. 
tan ciaI'd ACA photographically recording in Lrument 
or motion pictures of indicating ins trumenL arc 1I cd for 
mOre d etailed m easurem ent. 
SCOPE OF DATA 
The charac teris t ics and pertinen t dimension of tran port 
airpl anes for wh ich gu t stat istic h a,ve been colleeted are 
O'ivell in Lable XVIII. The listed valu es of Lhe limiL loacl-
fa cto r increm ent clue to gu ts, Lhe high peed in level fl ight, 
a, nd th e pl acard do-no t-exC'eed speed were obLained when 
pos ible from offi cial so urce. For Lh e older a irplan es wh er e 
(lie cl es iO'n condition d ifl'ered from moclern r equ irem ent , the t:> 
per t inent speeds and loael fac tors were recompu Le d according 
to reference 1 in o rd er Lo place a,1l Ih e ehflracLe risLic on a 
comparable b a,si . 
Ta,ble XIX is a umma rv of Lhe con diLion in vesLigated 
and includ es th e rou te , pe liod s cove red , and the am o unt of 
data obLaine l. The ope raLions ha,ve bee n ubclivided into 
prewar, wa r Lime, a nd pos t war period. For Lhe prewar and 
20 --~ CO~dd/~n I. ~or~ol q;OSS IweigL r--
r-t- _ -0- - Con ddion 2 overload gross weighl 
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Ftr.L' RE 47.-E ffect of change of w ing frcq ue ncy due to ad di t ion of mass. M odel D. 
cond itions I a nd 2. 
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wartime periods information was obtained with the V-G 
recorder, but for the po twa I' period ufficient V- G records 
are not available. Special studies of speed and Mach 
number variation are available and some of the results 
have been included. The material covered in table XIX does 
not include all the data obtained since scattered V-G data 
of insufficient scope for analysis have been disregarded. 
STATISTI CAL METHODS 
The random character of gusts and the lack of control 
over flight conditions have resulted in the use of statistical 
methods of analysis to smooth data, to eliminate improper 
weighting, to extrapolate re ult , and to place data from 
different source on a comparable basis. The basic data in 
most cases are a COLllt of the value of a quantity according 
to magnitude. ince the application of statistical m thods 
to gust loads is fairly recent, the mass of data coll ected 
earlier offers some difficulties because the requirements of 
statistical analy is were not considered in their collection. 
P earson type III probability di tribution curves ( ee ref-
8l'ences 41 and 42) have been utilized in the analy is on the 
as umption that they adequatelyrepre ent the data on operat-
ing stati tics. The curve is determined by three parameters: 
the mean value, the standard deviation, and the coefficient 
of skewness. In general, the goodness of fit has been based 
on engineering judgment rather than any test procedure. 
An important problem in th study of the frequency of 
exceeding the larg I' values of load or speed under operating 
conditions is the determination of whether ob erved or esti-
mated differences in frequencie between samples are real or 
represent limitation of the data. No satisfactory te t for 
thi purpo e has been fO Llld, but a 5:1 ratio of frequencies 
ha been used in reference 43 a an engineering measure. If 
the differeDces are less than this criterion, real differences 
may exist but are considered too small to be determined 
from the available data. 
A erious limitation in the analy is of operating statistics 
exist since the results are used to predict future operating 
experience. If no extraneous factor entel'S, uch as changes 
in design rule, op rating regulations, or the introduction of 
newer airplane, then the prediction may be satisfactory. 
uch change as, for example, the shift from prewar to post-
war operations may lead Lo some uncertainty as to the ap-
plicabili ty of a prediction. Predictions a ume that the 
trend in the data has not been affected by new factors. 
(No method yet is available for evaluating or detecting the 
eff ct of change in the data now used.) 
Other question that occur in statistical analyses arise in 
connection with the exi tence or inclu ion of data from two 
different region or population a part of the same sample, 
the pre ence of absolute and phy ical boundaries that can-
not be exceeded, the effect of extraneou variables, and the 
effect of gradual transition from one region to another. 
The presence of such limitations can havo serious results as 
far a the significance of the results is concerned and such 
effects cannot alway be evaluated or scparated. An example 
of the effect of different reO'ion might be the combination 
of acceleration data involving flight below maximum lift 
coefficient and flight above maximum lift coefficient . 
The aerodynamic characteri tics of the airplane and its 
behavior in th two region arc entirely different. Thus, 
a sample that combines such data doe not offer an adequate 
means of predicting future c.\.']Jectations of a given accelera-
tion except for the conditions of the original data, since any 
derived curve are a compo ite of two ind pendent set 
and thorefore the pro diction can only apply to tho ame 
combination. 
RESULTS 
V-G data.- From the individual V-G records that are 
summarized in table XIX, frequency distributions of the 
ma>..'imum acceleration increment flnmax , the maximum speed 
V m"", and the speed Vo at which maximllll acceleration 
increment wa experienced have been compiled for the war-
time and prewar p riod. The stati tical paramet rs-the 
mean, the stan lard deviation, and the skewnes -arc given 
in table XX, which also includes the values of 170 ,flnm"", 
"''''' 
and V m"" recorded during the period under consideration. 
The param tel' of the Pearson type III CUl've given in 
table:XX have been used to obtain the flight miles to exceed 
the specified values of a selected quantity. The transforma-
tion from probability to flight miles was performed tlu'ough 
use of a nominal crui ing peed and the average flight hoUl's 
per V -G record. Table XXI gives the flight miles to exceed: 
(1) Lhe limit load-factor incl'Cment, (2) the placard speed 
of the airplane, and (3) an acceleration increment corre-
sponding to encountering a gust with an effective gu t 
velocity of 37.5K feet per second at the most probable 
value of I To, V l1 . The probable speed V p has been included 
in table L'CI a a fraction of the high specd in level flight V L . 
Time-history data.- Time histories from the special inves-
tigations of the postwar period have bcen evaluated to obtain 
the flight miles to exceed the placard speed, the probable 
peed of flight for each ample, and the distribution of 
airspeed. Becau e of the limi ted duration of the samples, 
each sample was read to obtain the maximum speed during 
a fixed interval of time (6 to 10 min) and the resulting 
frequency di tributions were then us d to obtain the flight 
mile to exceed the placard speed. The results are included 
in table XXI and in figure 48. FigUl'e 48 present the 
percent of total flight time spent at speeds equal to or greater 
than any selected fraction of the higb peed VL . The 
probable peed noted in table L'CI for airplane E and F 
i the probable speed of flight and i not, a in th case of 
other airplanes, the probable speed at which maximum 
acceleration will OCClli'. A imple analysis in which the 
velocity-acceleration env lopes were ynthe izecl from th 
speed-frcquency-di tribution data and the gust-frequency 
data of reference 9 indicated that the probable peed for 
maximmll acceleration was about 0.031TL greatcr than the 
probable peed of flight. 
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The data obtained have also been evaluated according to 
flight condition to obtain cm-ve of the fligh t hom's required 
in clim ,crui e, and descent to exceed given values of peed. 
Figure 49 is typical of the results obtained for airplane E. 
Disturbed motions.- From the data obtained in the 
special investigations a statistical study h as been made of 
other uantities of intere t in g ust-load studie , such as the 
effects of distu rbances on the relative frequency distribu tion 
and the fraction of the time spen t in rough air. 
Some que tion has arisen as to th e effect of the selected 
datum on the frequency distribution obtained in continuous 
rough air. This que t ion i partly answered by the tests 
report d in reference 9 on one of the rough est fligh ts with 
the XC- 35 airplane where th e relative gust-frequen y di -
tribution was determined by using a disturbed datum and 
an arbi tmry 1 g datum. The result of th e study are r iven 
in figure 50. 
Camera records of the pilot's in tnllnent pan I in the 
XC- 35 airplane have been evaluated to obtain th e relative 
frequency of OCCUl'l'ence of the maximum total varia t ions 
in the angular displacements of the XC- 35 airplane dUTing 
separate traverses through clouds . The resul ts are um-
marizecl in figure 51 as the relative frequency of exceeding 
electe value of yawing, rolling, and the pitching displace-
ments and the rate of t urn. It should be noted in considering 
thi figure that the quantity plotted is the sum of the ma](i-
mum IJositive and the maximum negative values recorded 
during each cloud traverse. 
Path ratio.- The available data for prewar transpor t 
operation given in reference 9 indicate that the path ratio 
(th e miles of rough au: divided by the total miles flown) 
varied from 0.24 to 0.006 for different route in the nited 
tates and abroad and h ad an average value of 0.1. ince, 
on th e average, 500{c gu t with an effective gust velocity 
"Teater than 0.3 foot per second are enco untered per mile of 
rough air (reference 9) , the number of gust that will be 
encountered on Lhe average during the lifetime of an air-
plane can be estimated. No path-ratio data are available 
for postwar operat ion. Attempt to obtain uch data from 
the indirect e idence of V-G records lead to erroneo u results . 
DISCUSSION 
Applied acceleration inerements.- For the prewar period, 
table XXI hows a wiele catter in the flight mile to exceed 
the limit acceleration increment. T he value vary by a 
factor of about 300. A variation by a factor of 42 occms 
for th ame 'Ype of airplane operated on different routes by 
different airlines. In four out of L,( sample, the Bigh t miles 
to exceed the limit acceleration increment would b greater 
than 13 million, or, if a cruising peed of 200 mil s per hom 
is a sumed, it might be expected that the limit load factor 
would be exceed d about once on the average III every 
60 ,000 hours of flight. 
The data for the wartime period do not show as much 
variation of flight mile and the variations do not appear 
significant within that group. In compal'i on with t he prewar 
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operations, however , the flight miles to exceed limit 
acceleration have consistently decreased; this fact indicates 
t hat the pre ure of t he emergency on war time commercial 
operation r e ulted in higher impo edloads on the airplane. 
Atmospheric gustiness.- The flight miles to exceed the 
acceleration increment corresponding to an effective gust 
velocity of 37.5K feet p l' second at the probable speed 
(table L,,{I) indieate that the operational experience on the 
basis of a "gu t intensity" shows much les cattel'. The 
spread in flight miles wa 15: 1 for the prewar operation 
and about 7: 1 for the wart ime period. For prewar concli.-
tions, when the data for airplane D on route V are neo-leeted, 
t he catter i within the arbitrary 5: 1 criterion and, in com-
parison with the spread in flight miles for limit acceleration 
increment, indicates t hat the difference in the level of rough-
ness encountered on various routes is not of engineering 
concern. A imilar observation is indicated for t he wartime 
period although the malleI' average flight miles indicate 
that flights dUTing that period were t lu.-o ugh more evere 
weather conditions than for the prewar period. 
In connection with prewar data for aU'plane D on rO ll to V 
of table XXI, the low valu of flight miles shown may be 
ignificant and indicate that early trans-Pacific flight 
encountered more evere weather than was experienced 
along other routes. When the di tance involved in tran -
Pacific operations and the lack of weather ships in till period 
ar e con idered, more frequent accidental enco unters with 
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FIflURF. 50.-I nO uenee of disturbed motion of XC-35 airplane on apparent gust frequency 
distri buLion in very rough air. 
vere weather migh t be ex']) cted than for the t ransconti-
nental rou te or operations in more populated region. 
On the ba i of the information concerning the fligh t miles 
to equal or exceed the acceleration increment COITe ponding 
to 37.5K feet per econd at the probable speed, the level of 
rouLe roughness is conclude i to be largely independent of 
the route, aU'plane, or operator. It is not po sible at this 
time to tate whether the maintenance of a con tant level 
of roughn s is due to dispatching practice, meteorological 
forecasting abilitie , or both. 
Frequency of encountering gusts.- The available data on 
path ratio given in reference 9 indicate a wide Spl' ad in 
values obtained, and a.t this time an average valu e of 0.1 
s em to be the best estimate available. , ince the path 
ra tio is the proportion of the total mile flow that are spent 
in rough air and the number of gusts per mile of rough air 
has been found to be e entially constant at 500/c, the path 
ratio can be defined as the actual numher of gusts divided by 
the total nwnbel' expected if the total flight path were rough. 
It hould be noted that the path ratio defined by gust count 
depend. on the thre hold (in this case, the till-e hold is 
0.3 fps) ._ When u ed with agust count of 500lc gust per mile 
L 
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of rough air and the gu tfrequ ncy distribution of figure , 
the recommended average value of path ratio can be used to 
e tim:tte the probability of an airplane encountering a gust 
of an? pecified intensity. 
Altollgh no information i available as to the varia tion of 
the number of gus ts or path ratio with altitu le, terr ain, or 
weather, the path ratio would probably clecrease with 
altitude. 
Probable speed V ll .- The determination of the miles to 
exceed 37 .5K feet per second at the probable peed bowed 
the flight miles to be relatively constant a nd , th 1'efore, the 
wide variations in lhe High t. m iles fol' limit load factor migh t 
be as ribcd to variation in the probable speed. On thi 
ba i , lhe resul ts indicate that the probable speed i 
important in determining fligh t miks to limit acceleration 
incremen t. 
The data on the probabl - pe d ratio (table L,(I) indicate 
a scatter in the peed ratio for any O' i en period. The peed 
ratio for maximum acceleration increa ed from the prewar 
period to the postwar period for the same airplane and 
rou te from an average value of 0.75 to about O. 6. It a p-
pears that the speed ra tio migh t be a function of the route, 
airline pol icy, and the airplane bamcteri tic, but no 
concln ion can be drawn a. to the ignificant parameters 
that detc rmin e lhe pe d ratio. 
Although 110 data have been analyzed with regard to th e 
imposed gu t loads for the po twar period, on th basis of the 
current de ign requirements and if th lev 1 of rO llghne s i 
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a sumed to remain the arne as for th e prewar period, the 
imposed gust a celeration increment for a given number of 
flight hOUT will be about 12 percent higher on the average 
for the po twar period than for the prewar period. AILer-
natively, the increased probable speed for Lh e po twar period 
woulel re nIt in an appreciable decrea e in the flight mile 
to exceed a given acceleration increment. 
Maximum speeds .- In pection of fig ure 49 indicate thaL 
the probabili ty of exce ding a. given value of ail' peed i a 
function of tbe flj O'h t condition. Figure 49 indica te that 
the de cent i most important, and for onr po Lwar airplane 
the placard pc d migh t be ex ceded on the average about 
once in 200 hoUl' in de cent. imple orting of the data 
wi t.h regard to the mooLh air and rough air howed no 
apparent effec L of rough air on the peed tend encie . 
For complete flight operation , the data given in table 
XXI show that the fligh t mile Lo xceecl tbe placar 1 peed 
decrea cd from many million of miles dW'ing Lb e prewar 
period to about a qua rter of million of mile during the 
po twar period. The reduction in the fligh t mile Lo exceed 
the placard speed for the postwar perioel i of con iderable 
ignificance. 
Speed-time distributions.- Figure 4 how that a r ela-
tively higher percentage of tim i spent above high speed in 
level flight than would be exp ted from e timate made by 
airline pel' onnel, which e timaLes have indicated a value of 
Ie than 1 percent. The high percen tage may be due in 
part to performance abili tie of the airplane in exce of 
that indicated by the l'eo- ulated speed or due to high-sp cd 
de cent at th e end of fligh t . n til fur th r information i 
obtained, th re nIts in fi o-m e 48 migh t be a umed to be 
repre en tative of po twar operation . 
Disturbed motions .- Tol fson (reference 44) showed tha t 
the maximum angular displacements of an airplane do not 
ol'rela te 'with the maximum inten ity of gust encountered 
dm ino- a given run. The cOlTelation coeffi ien t between 
the angular moLion and the maximum gu t inten ity wa 
about 0.3. The di turbe 1 moLions may dep end more on 
the equence of the gu ts encounLered tb an on the intensity 
of any ind ividual gu t encounLered. The data cannot be 
extend d to other Eli o-h t con li tions except by a umin o-
dynamically imilar conditions. 
I n pection of figure 51 (a) indicates Lhat Lhe ampli tude 
of the rolling motion is much greater Lhan either pitch or 
yaw. Similar resul ts are indica Lcd in figure 51(b) fo r tbe 
ano-ular velociLie . The data of flgw'e 51 can be u Luized, if 
dynamically imilar airplane and a con tant level of a t-
mospheric tmbulence are assumed, to esLimate Lh e fraction 
of the airplane life flown before displacements or angular 
velocitie of Lhe airplane in exce of electcd values are 
experienced . 
Rela tively little data have been obLained on angular 
acceleration in rough air and Lh e daLa for roll arc dis u seel 
in the eetion about gu t t ru cture. Twen ty-one valu e of 
angular acceleration in pitch wcre available from flighLs of 
the XB- 15 airplane and how Lhat the linear acceleraLion 
increment at tbe tail were 0 Lo 40 pel' en t grea ter than Lbe 
acceleration in remenL a t the cen ter of gravi ty. The aver-
age i.llcrea e \Va abou L 25 percent. If dynamically imilar 
airplanes arc a sum d, the result can be expre secl as an 
average value of the angular ac elerat ion in pi tch for any 
a irplane as 
dq 206n 
(fi = C3 / 2 
At present, exact cstima tions of the angular accel ra tion in 
pi tch are not po ible. 
The effe L of di LUl'bed motion on inlPO eel load is 
appreciable and may afI'ect Lhe frequ ency eli LribuLion by a 
mu h a 50 percenL (fig. 50) . A previou ly mention ed 
analy is of piloting effect thaL could be con Lr ued a eli-
tmbed moLion indicaLed a vari a tion of some 20 percen t in 
Lhe impo ed load . Althou gh uch varia tion cannoL be 
predicted at this ime, lU'renL method of estima Ling load 
consider thi factor in th aL th mea ured ilighL load experi-
ence include uch effecLs. 
RESUME 
A resum e of the mOre imporLan t findings un leI' gu t 
sLrllctm , airplan e reactions, and operating sLati Lie 
ineluded becau e of Lhe varieLy of subj l covered. 
G S T T n CT HE 
The gusL-gradienL eli tance and gu L size arc largely 
independent of weaLher , alLitude, ancl a i rplane when 
expre sed in terms of the mean g ometric chord. The 
gradi n t di tance for a vertical gnst has a probable value of 
10 Lo 14 chord for Lhe h i gher gus L in Len i ti e and i th 
ame for both panwi and fli gh L dire Lion . 
The gusL hape val'Y wi lel.\T buL triangular or i nu oidal 
profil es in Lhe direcLion of fli gh L cern good approximation . 
An approxima tion to lhe panwi e gu L profile for un ym-
metrical gu L would be a uniform di Lri bution on which is 
superimpo d a lineal' varia tion of gusL velociLy wi Lh equal 
and opposite gust in Len ities aL each wing Lip. 
Gust spacing for usc in e t imating the number of gust 
in rough ail' a a fWletion of gusL in ten it,)' i abou 11 chord 
for yolo iLi e above a threshold of 0.3 foot pel' econel . The 
spacing is independent of oLher factor . 
La teral, longi tudinal, and verLical gusL hay e scnLiaIly 
the arne characteri Lic . 
The freq uency di tri buLion of gusL inLensiLie in rough air 
is independent of alLitude and airplane when Lhe o-u L 
in Lensi Ly is expre e 1 in Lerm of indicaLed velocity. 
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Aerodynamies.- AllhouO"h the Lwo-dimen ional un teady-
li ft funcLion yield the mosL sat i factory es Limate of Lhe 
load illcrement clue to gu L for conventional airplane with 
fuselages, finite-aspecL-raL i un Leady-lif t functions ap peal' 
perLinent for flying wings. For unconvenLional co nfigura-
lion uch as wepL wings, st ri p th eory with lwo-elimen iona] 
un Leady-lift function appears adequate. 
The lope of the lifL curve fo r gust-load calculation ea n be 
be t _ limated for engineering purpo es by using an arbitrary 
e lioll value of 6 pel' radian and impl e a pecL-raLio co r-
reclioll. For swepL wing, Lhe besL e timaLe of lifL-curve 
slope i obtained by co rrecting Lh value for lh e equivale nL 
traigltL wing by Lhe cosine of Lh e weep angle. 
Available informaLion on compre ibilityeff et indi ate 
that L e unsteady-li ft function would be only ligh Lly a [-
fecLecl below the critical i\Iach llLunber and would Lend Lo 
elisapp ar for superso nic I eed At Lhi t ime, Lhe use of 
high-speed wind-tunnel da La i ugge ted for est imaLi ng the 
slope of Lhe lift curve. 
Rigid -body reaetions.- Aoalysi indicates that th e ma s 
parameter i a. iO"nifi canL measu re of airplane reaction and 
Lhat lhe u e of Det wing area re ul t in be t ag reemenL 
betwepn calculation and experiment. Anal.\-ses neglect ill O" 
un Leady-lift effects a rc not considered adequate. 
No one signifi.cant parameLer of airplane stabili Ly for flighL 
in gu ty ail' has been found. The center-of-graviLy posiLion 
i an i lportant factor fo r a O' iven airplane and arra ngemenL 
and Lail volume have omewhaL Ie eA'e t. Compa rison of 
expe rimenL and calculation bows tbaL m inor diiIel'enc('s in 
the con tanl used in calculaLion ca n yary Lhe agreemenL 
from good Lo pOOl'. D etailed calculation of airplane reac-
tions for estimating load arc not wal'l'anLed at Lhis time 
becau e the accuracy req uireel is beyo nd tb e cope of presen t 
informaLion. 
Available data on ho ri zontal and ver t ical Lail loads i neli-
ca te t at detailed calculations of La ilload arc not warranted. 
The lift on either tail surface clue to a gu t can be e timated 
apparently by utilizing a t rue gust vdoci ty and negle Ling 
Lhe alleviating effect of un Leady lift and a irplane motion 
but considering the downwa h . 
Elastic-airplane reactions.- Analytical and expel'im uLaI 
tudie, indicate that exten ive si.mplifLcation lcad Lo UJ 'cal-
i t ic a swer and more exact oluLions are required a Lhe 
wing mas become a greater fracLion of th e total ma s. 
The efiect of forward peed on ela tic respons was negli-
gible, but Lhe wing-t ip acccl rat ions increased wiLh peed. 
IL doc no t appear fea ible Lo obtain generalized solution 
of dynamic 1'e pon e. 
OPERATING S TATIS Tl CS 
The average mile Lo exceed limi t load facto r vari e widely 
according to operator and period. ~ most imporLant factor 
in eLting the level of load appeal' Lo be the probable peed-
that is, the peed at which maximum a cderation is most 
likely to be experienced- since tbe o"u t experience on all 
routes wa about the same. The probable- p eed ratio 
(ratio of probable peed Lo the high peed in level flight) is 
increasing as new airplanes arc inLroduced wiLh a consequ en t 
reducLion in Lh e average numbcr of fligh t mile required Lo 
exceed l imit acceleration incremenL. 
The fligh t TIl ilc Lo exceed the placard speed ha clecr a ed 
[or the newel' Lypes of airplane . 
The LoLal number of gusts encounter d by an airpla e 
during its life is a fun tion of tbe amount of rough ail' flown. 
The amounL of rough ai r is on the avrrage about 10 p rcent 
of the Lotal mileaO"e. The number of gu t encountered in 
rough a il' depend on airplane size an 1 an average figure 
would be 500lc gu t pel' mile greater Lhan 0.3 foot P('!' 
second. 
The eli Lu rbed moLion of an air'plan in gu Ly ail' do not 
co rrelate wiLh Lhe maximum gu t inLensiLie experienced. 
R e ult indicale that Lhe eli turbed motions may change the 
loads in gusty air by 20 to 50 percent. 
CONCL DING REMARKS 
The available information on gu t load doe noL permi t 
Lhe delerminaLion of appli ed load under acLual operatirlg 
cond ilions on an absoluLe basi. Lack of in formation on O"ust 
taLisLics, the behavior of a irplane in rough ail', Lrans ient 
aerodynamics, and operating condition mak Llch an es tima-
Lion of doubtful accuracy. Consequently, tbe procedure h s 
been lo tran fer load clata from a refer nce ai rplane to ne T 
ai rplanes by u ing available knowledge of aircraft behavior. 
tatis tical dala on Iligh t load and guo l experience under 
actual opera l ing cone/i tion arc collecled in oreier [0 et t e 
level of loading, and "Lransfer" coefficienls ba cd on a 
knowledO"e of airplane: reaction are Lhen calculaLe 1 and 
applied Lo new ai rplanes. No radical change in opemtin g 
condilion 01' airplane characteri Lic ' arc a umed to e 
introduced. In addiLion , it is implied lhat all ai rplane are 
of the ame general character (convenlional) and that tbe 
relative load lor Ingle isola Led gusLs are a measure of the 
rclati\' e load in a equence of gust. Th e important fea-
tu res and implication in thi procedure are Lbat tb e same 
procedures mu L be lIsed Lo evaluate load data a are used 
in load calculaLions. In addition, the procedure pre up-
po e 110 drastic change in airplane confi gu raLion. The u e 
of the arne procedu res of calculation Lend Lo limina[e 
errOl' thaL arc due Lo inabil ity to pred icL a irplane l'eaetio 
on an absolute ba i in Lhat errol' in Lhe evaluation of load 
data cancel lhose in lhe calculation of load s. 
Extensive ·hanges in confLguralion may be a riou limi-
tation since Lhe procedure a umes in iL general applicaLion 
that the effecL of pilch on gu t loads is lhe ame for all air-
craft and that all a ircraft re pond Lo th e arne gu t (a func-
tion of air plane ize) Lo experience ignifi canL loads. When 
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n ew configurations such as taille s ai rplanes or canard air-
plane are con idel'ed, the load transfer must be based on the 
relative motion of th e reference airplane and the new air-
plane and not on the motion of th e new airplane alone. A 
eeond element- gust selection- ha not yet been resolved 
but it would appear that taiUe s airplanes, becau e of small 
damping in pitch , canard airplane, because of the adver e 
initial pitching moment in a gll t, and wept-wing airplanes 
might elect some other range of gust sizes than tho e 
selected by conv ntional aircraft. So far , no information is 
available on this problem and it can only be assumed Lhat 
available gu t-stl'U ture daLa arc adequate. 
In some generalized solu t ions of load prediction, a further 
re triction ha been introduced by the substitution of wing 
loading for mas parameter a a significant variable. The 
use of an alleviation factor based on uch a substitution is 
still further restricted by the assumption that all airplane 
have the same relation b et\·veen wing loading anclma param-
eter. Information presented on the load transfer coeffi-
cient indicate that the load transfer coefficient has appr ci-
able spread when this substitution i made and the pread 
seem to be a function of airplane type and u e ince the data 
can be grouped according to land transports, flying boat , 
and personal airplanes. If wing loading i u ed, therefore, 
different relations should be considered according to airplane 
clas and use. 
In cases wher the dynamic response may be a factor, It 
should be con idered as an amplifying factor for the incre-
mental loads whether for tudies of large load or repeated 
loads. Dynamic re ponsa should be considered 011 a rclativ 
basis since the uncertain tic in calculations due to lack of 
knowl edge and practical unplifications have no t been 
resolved. 
Of the many related problem , that of gust-alleviating 
sy terns is of great importance. uch systems arc of particu-
lar intere t in reducing load and improving riding comfort 
for high-speed aircraft. The two problems may not have 
compatible solution ince load reduction implies the reduc-
tion of stresses in all critical member without impairing 
other qualities of the aD.-plane, whereas the improvement in 
ridinO' comfort implies the reduction of airplane motions and 
accelerations. Although th basic probl em of reducing the 
load due to a single gu t is amenable to analy is, the related 
probl ems of maintaining other airpl ane qualities and of 
determining alleviation in rough air introduce difficultie . 
Three fundamental ystems of gu t alleviation are available 
and consi t of changing airplane characteristic , aeroela ti 
systems, and aeromechanical systems. The fir t method 
con ist of emphasizing the pertinent charactcr'i tics of the 
airplane, such as increa ing the wing loading to reduce 
acceleration, deerea ing the lope of the lift curve (by use of 
vents or sweep and by changing the aspect ratio), adjusting 
the stabili ty characteristics to obtain favorable re pon e in 
rough air, or USDlg free-floating flaps. Aeroelastic systems 
generally involve torsional deflections of the wing due to 
impo cd loads. Such systems can be designed by incorpor-
ating slant hinges or flaps operated by wing deflections or by 
the adjustment of tho torsional and bending rigidity. Aero-
ela t ic systems have the advantage of being inherent in the 
con truction of the airplane and the disadvan cage tha t they 
form an additional source of clastic phenomena such as 
flutter or dynamic response due to a erief:' of gu ts. Aero-
mechanical sy terns cover combinations of servomechanisms, 
detectors, and aerodynamic controls. Some detector sys-
tems con iclered arc the usc of an accelerometer or strain 
gage to measure accelerations or load and th e usc of a feeler 
vane 01' silnilar y tern to detect gust-velocity or angle-of-
attack ch anges. The servo systems arc as umed to operate 
the conventional controls of the airplane or to operate wing 
flaps or spoilers. The difficulties arc those of possible 
failures of complicated mechanism, the que t ion of 0 cilla-
tion of the system, the response of repeated gusts, and, 
finally, t he n eeel as airplan e peed increa e of obtaining a 
servo system that has a high frequency response (imposed 
frequencies up to 10 cps) . The advantages arc flexibility 
and utilization of many of the available mechanism. 
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APPENDIX 
COOPERATING AIRLINES AND AGENCIES 
The following airlines and agencies have cooperated 
extensively with th e NAOA in obtaining much of the data 
used in the preparation of this r eport: 
American Airline , Inc. 
Eastern Air Lines, Inc. 
Pan American World Airways SysLem 
Trans World Airline, Inc. 
United AirLines, Inc. 
D epartment of Oommerce 
U. . Weather Bureau 
Oivil Aeronautic Administration 
U. S. Air Force 
Ail' Materiel Command 
Ail' Weath er ervice 
U. avy, Bm'eau of Aeronau tic, SLrucLul'es Unit 
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Airplane Weather 
SUMMARY OF I NFORMATION RELATING TO GUST LOADS ON AIRPLA ES 
TABLE 1.- I-IARACT ERI TICS OF AIRPLANES USED IN GUST RE EARCH 
Weight, \Ving area, deL l\11: cnn wing Span, Mass 
Airplan e Typ lV S lVl da chord, b parameter (lb) (sQ ft) (Ib/sQ ft) (per radian) C (fL) (sea 10\"01), (ft ) /" 
X -35 l\1(onoplanc 10,500 45 .30 24.30 3.95 9.23 55.0 17.41 
XBM- l Biplane 5, 200 412.00 12.60 4.16 5.66 41. 0 14.00 
Aeronca -2 Monoplane 782 144.00 5.44 4.73 4.00 36.0 7.50 
XB- 15 Monoplane 55,000 2, 7 0.00 19. 0 4.76 18.65 149.0 5. 3 
F- 6IC Monoplane 29, 500 662. 40 44.50 4.83 10.50 66.0 22.92 
T ABLE n .-SCOPE OF GU T- TRUCT RE I NVESTIGATION 
Flight hours in 
rough air Altitude range 
, fL) 
Loc.~lity Purpose Auxiliary mcasuremcn t.s 
45 
l tems in,- stigaicd 
u Il U. If 
(B) 
---------1------------:-----------1-----------1-----------1-------------1---------------1---------
Cumulus clouds, a ir I 
mass lhunderstorms. XUM-l 
A eronca C - 2 
XC-35 
XU-15 
F-6 IC 
Clear air ____________ _ 
TlllUlci erstorm, line 
sq ualls. 
Clear aiL ____________ . 
l
Air mass thunder-
storm. 
10 (esti mated) o to 18,000 
6 (estimated) o to 3,500 
Langley Air F orce 
Bnse, Va. 
Langley Air ~'oree 
Bas e, Vo. 
pecial cloud flight in -
vestigation. Airplane obscrvation _____ _ 
Low-altitude i'l\'estiga-
LiDO. gradients. 
x x X 
' I'empcratu re and wind X I X 1--1--
--------:-------I-L-a-n-gl-e-y-.-,\ -ir- F-o-rc-e- I--T-h-u-nd-c-r-st-o-rn-,-a-n-d- m-e-- 'I-R-a-d-i--ob-s-rv-a-t-io-n-, -a'-'r--I---I--1-
7. 10 0 to 35,000 U V teorology investiga· p lane observation, and X X X X 
. ase, a. Lion . weather maps. 
6,000 to 25,000 
r ranscontincnt.al ___ _ Wing strain and wing X I X X 1--dcil~elio n . 
--I----------I--I{-ad- i-o-O-b-se-r-v-at-io- n- ,- r-a-da- r-,-1---1- -1-Thund erstorm and me- t mpcraLur c, alt.itude Orlando, l;" la . . _ _____ Lcoro logy in \' cstiga- variat.ions, and w eather X X X X tion . maps. 20 
Rou tin e night ________ _ o to 15,000 4.84 
(I IVleasurcd rro m span wise gus t distr ibu tion. 
TABLE IlL- FREQUENCY DI TRInUTION OF EFFE TIVE GU T VELOCITY FOR DIFFE RENT RA IGES OF ALTITUDES 
IDalaobtnined du rin g 194 1 and 1942: total record time, 7.1 hr] 
............ ~ltilUde range Frequeney of gusts (ft) 
u. ~ 0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 (fl;S) to to to to to to to 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000 
----- -----
-----
---
----- ---
4 to 8 340 1,322 571 760 354 449 215 
8 to 12 75 351 233 335 198 274 161 
12 to If> 10 70 9 129 109 75 51 
16 to 20 0 15 29 4 '11 34 17 
20 to 24 0 2 8 15 14 15 7 
24 to 2~ I 2 2 5 6 6 4 
2H to 32 0 0 4 4 1 3 1 
32 to ~6 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 
36 to 40 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
------------------------
1'01al 426 1,762 936 1.29 724 856 '156 
Rccnrd time (percent total 1'----------------------0- ---8--
ti me) 6.7 29.3 12.3 17.3 11.6 14 . . 
1----------------:----- ---------------
Miles PCI' gust I 0. 104 O. 1~0 O. 139 O. 139 0. 15 0.210 0. 257 
TABLE IV.-CO:\IP RISO r OF THE CH ARACTERI TI 'S OF ING LE G STS AND SETS OF TWO _ N D THREE R E P EA TE D 
GUST OCCURRIN G WITH EQ AI, FREQUE-TC Y 
I From reference II J 
ingle gUSt et of two repeated gusts I Set of t hree rereated gusts 
Effec tive gnst velOcity, pacing, A EfTeeti\'c gust velocity, Spacing. A Effective U. U. 
gust \'eloe- (filS) (chords) (fps) (ehords) 
ity, U. (fps) (}.(n Hange AB' Hange {} ·CII. Hange AB' Range 
------ --- ------- --- -------
20 17 5 to 29 ? 51064 15.5 7 to 31. 5 26 8 to 43 
25 21 g to 33 28 12 to 54 19.5 8 to 33. r, 24 8 to 41 
30 25 15 to 35 22 15 to 32 23.5 9.5 to 36.0 20 12 to 32 
35 29.5 21. 5 to 37. 5 22 15 to 30 27.5 105te3.5 20 15 to 25 
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TABLE Y.-FREQUE1\CY OF OCCUREKCE OF GI VEN VALUES OF ANGULAR ACCELERATION IN ROLl, vvlTH ASSOCIATED 
VALUES OF NORMAL ACCELERATION INCREMENT 
1.8 to 1.0 
00 
o 
S 
[Da la for XC'- 15 ai r ~ l.nrl 
"! 
o 
S 
00 
o 
---I:7to1.S--=======~=========--======-======= 1.0 10 1.7 
---------- - - ---------- ---_. ------- ------ - -- - - - - - ---
L..1 to 1.6 
---------- - ---- - -------------------------- - -- - -_._- ---
1.1 to 1.5 
1--------- - - - - - ---- --. -------------------- -- -- - - -- - ---
1.3to 104 
1.2 to U 
LI to 1.2 2 
1.0 to 1.1 10 
1------· __ ·_---- --------------------------_·_-------
0.9 to 1.0 12 
----------- -- - - - - -------- - ---- ----------- -- -- -- - - -- - ---
0.8 to 0.9 21 
0.7 to 0.8 2 2 2 26 
._------------------------------------- -----------
_ 0.6 to 0.7 __________ ~ _ 1_6 ~ _______________________________ 4_0_ 
0.5 to 0.6 15 30 17 2 
------------------------------------- - --- -- - - -- - ---
0.4 to 0.5 8 21 45 24 11 8 
------------------------------------------------------
0.:1 to 0.4 I I 32 7i 66 11 17 2 247 
-----.-- -- - -- - ------------- ------------- - -- - --- - ---
0.2 to 0.3 13 1·1 107 129 8 12 11 :30 11 353 
0.1 to 0.2 20 :l6 1:36 153 5 13 20 21 27 13 468 
o to 0.1 9 27 JOI l-li 12 16 40 42 15 
" 
6 455 
1------·-- -- ---- -- ------------ - - ----- - - -------- - - - - - - - --
Oto -0.1 13 23 80 J 78 17 19 85 (19 79 9 619 
- 0. 1 to -0.2 10 62 69 10 15 81 152 78 17 10 545 
---------- -- - -----------1-------------------.. - - - -----
- 0.2 to -0.3 10 54 20 161 11 6 120 30 1.5 13 (Hi 
- 0.1to- 0.4 111 4 8 29 425 22148 26'112R 28 17 85 I 712 
1--------- - - - -- --------- --1----- ------ --- --- --- -. - --- - - - - -.--
-0.4 to -O.~ _________ 8 __ ...!~  _.2. ~ __ " ___ 11 _1 __ 1_'"_' ~ ~ __ 16_ ~ ~ ~ _______ ~ 
-0.5to-0.6 I I 7 9 15 2 10 15 83 100 26 7 102 308 
----.-- -- - - - - ------ --1-------- --. ------ - -- - - -.- --- -- ---
- 0.6 to -0.7 I 8 I 3 24 .12 50 20 3 2 I 175 
- 0. 7 [0 -0.8 I 2 3 I 3 12 2·1 36 24 5 122 
-------_·_------_·----------1------------------_·------.---
-0.8 to -0.9 I 3 2 II 19 31 9 I I 6 
_________ - - - - __________ ---1- __ - ________ ---- - _ - ___ -_ -- __ _ 
- 0.9 to - 1.0 I 1 2 I 6 14 1I 6 6 3 fi5 
__________ - __ - - - --------1-------- --- --- --. --. - -- - - - -- - ---
- 1. 0 to - 1.1 2 I 8 I:j 2 V I I I 38 1--------------------------------------------------
- I.l to - 1.2 15 
- 1.2to- 1.3 
- \.1 to - 1.4 10 
------------- - ---- ----------------------.--------
-1.4 to - 1.5 2 1--------------------------------------------------
- 1. 5 10-1.6 3 
1--------------------------------------_·_--------
- 1.6 LO - 1.7 
1-------------------.------- --- -------------. - -- - - - ---
- 1.7 to -1.8 2 
1----------- - - - -------------- --------- ------- - - -----
- 1.8[0 - 1.9 
1------------- - ------------ ------------------- --- -----
-1.9 to -2.0 1------- - - - - ----- -----------------.- ------ - - - -- -- ---
-2.0 to -2.1 
1--------- - - - ----- ---------------------------- -- .-----
-2.1 to -2.2 
'folal 
1----------------------------------------- --------
J J -Gt~8r3S ].;;- 235 m 0;;-\-;- - 156 --:;:;g I.Q.;2 W - 245 12!i U;S +a --;- -s -r: - 1 -- - I 5. 65~--2.2 to -2.3 
I 
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TABLE VI.-EFFECT OF F U 'ELAGE I NTERFE RENCE ON 
GU T ACCELERATION 
Gross arca Net area+~ fuselage 
intercept Fuselage 
intercept 
(percent 
Aspect 
ratio, 
A 
wing area) 
611, gunits 
(reference 611, g [wits 
14) (reference 4) 
EXI eri-
mental 
611. g units 
(reference 
19) 
.111 , g units An, g units 
(rCf~~rnee (reference 4) 
(a) (b) (a) (b) 
6.73 
2.06 
2.18 
9.7 
1.1 
22.0 
1. 65 
.82 
.80 
aFinite-aspect-ratio fun ctions used. 
bl nfmite·aspect-rat io fun ctions used. 
1. 44 
.6 
.67 
I. 40 
.60 
. 60 
1. 57 
.74 
.7l 
I. 37 
.62 
.59 
TABLE VIL-CHARACTERISTIC OF AIRPLANE MODEL 
[Laminar-fiow w ing] 
\Neight, ]b _____________________________________________ 11. 4 
Wing a rea, sq ft- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5.4'1 
Wing loading, lb/sq fL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 1S 
Span, ft ___________________________________________ _____ 7 
Mean aerodynamic chord, fL __________ _ _____________ O. 29 
Aspect ra tio _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9 
Taper rat io __________________________________________ 0.32 
Ce nter of gravity, percent M. A. C. ____ .__________ _ 30.5 
Wing ectiOtL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 653 - 'J IS, a = 1.0 
Lift-curve slope, per radian: 
mooth wing (steady flow) 5.01 
R oughened wing (tead y fl ow)_ ____________ _______ __ _ -1.1 
TheoreticaL _______________ ___ __________________ __ 5.41 
TABLE VIII.-COMP ARI 0 1'\ OF EXPERIi\LEr TAL AND 
CALCULATED ACCELERATION IK CRE:\1ENT 
Experiment a lculal ion 
-------------,---------1--------------,-------
Average maximum ac- 1.69g±0.02g 
coleration increment, 
"smooth-cand ilion'! 
flights. 
A verage maximum ae- 1.67g±0.02g 
celeration increment, 
Hro u g h-cond ilio n" 
flights . 
Diffe r e n ce between 0.02g±0.02g 
average maximum ac-
celeration increments 
for tbe two conditions 
("smoot h" minu s 
" rough") . 
Acceleration increment, 1.i3g± O.O. g 
Ils mooth condition ," 
based on section data 
of reference 23. 
Accel e rati on increment J.47g±0.0 g 
Hro u gh co ndit,ioll," 
b.sed on ,oction data of 
reference 28. 
Difference hetween ac- 0.26g±0.08g 
cc lera t ion in cr ements 
fo r the two conditions 
("sm oot.h " minus 
" rough " ) . 
A cceleral ion increment 1.84g 
fo r bot h cond itions, 
based on theoretica l lift-
C ll f\~C slope. 
TABLE I X .-EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED ACCEL-
ElUTION I :\TCREMEN TS FOR A STRAI GHT AND A WEPT 
WI TG 
IFrom reference 30] 
Experimental m ax i- Calcul a ted maximum 
mum acceierfltion in- accelerJltion incre-
crem ent.,6n ment.6n 
Gradient (0 units) (g units) 
distance 
(chords) Experi-
60;>"0 6O~0 osinc law menta l wind 
tunnel 
Equh"'a lcn t straig ht-win g model 
0 
I 
2. 11 
I 
2.03 
I 
1. 96 
I 
I. 96 
9 1. 73 1. 67 1. 65 I. 65 
45° sweptback-wlng morlel 
0 
I 
1.4 
I 
I. 34 
I 
J. 35 
I 
I. 12 
9 I. 13 J. 03 1. 05 7 
TABLE X.-CHARACT ERISTI CS OF BOEING 
PLAKE AKD MODELS 
Item Full-sca le i2sca le 
B- 247 
2~1 sca le 
1---------------1------.--------I 
Weight, 11'- ___________________________ _ 
Wing a rea, sq fL ______________________ _ 
Wing load ing, lb/sq fL ___ _____________ _ 
Span, fL _____________ ___ __ ______ _____ _ 
Mean wing chord, fL _______________ _ 
Center of gravity, perecnt M. A. C. _ 
Natura l wing period, sec ______________ _ 
Moment of iner tia, s lug-fl' ______ . __ 
Slope of lift cu rve, pcr radion ________ _ 
Gust velocity, fps _____________________ _ 
Forward \7clocity, mph ___________ _ 
13. 650 
836 
16.32 
74 
12 
? .5 
796.000 
4. 47 
39.2 
200 
9.79 
5. 80 
1. 69 
6. 17 
1.0 
28. 5 
0.0125 
3.94 
4. 47 
II. 32 
57. 5 
J. 27 
1. 435 
0.885 
3.08 
0.50 
28.5 
0.0125 
O. 124 
4.47 
8.0 
40. R 
AIR-
TABLE XI.- H AR 1'ERI 1'1 OF U T-T NN < L l\IODEL . 
Item 
Wing area (net) , sq fL- ._ 
M ean wing chord , rt __ _ 
Slope of lifl cun-e, per 
rad ian _. ______ ________ _ 
" ·eight, lb _______________ 
Cen ter-{)f-grav ity pos i-
t ion, percent M. A. C. __ 
Tai l length, fL __ _____ ____ 
'r ail arC3, sq fL __________ 
Moment of ioertia, slug-f[2 _________ ___ ___ _______ 
dabilizcr chord , fL ~ __ ___ 
<fass parameter ________ _ 
Neutra l poinl, percenl 
M.A.C. _____________ _ 
Static margin, dCmer/dCI. 
'rail volum e, cu ft . _______ _ 
15.0 
0. 91 
0. 199 
0. 31 
Conventional 
Fixed quantities 
1. 373 
0.50 
4.30 
Paramc:ers 
1. 2i 
25.0 35.0 
I. 37 1.825 
0.283 0.364 
0.0103 
0.382 0.436 
Deri ved quantities 
10.25 to 30. 75 
35. 0 to 65.0 
-0. 503 to O. 009 
O. 181 to O. 665 
Canard 
1. 302 
0. 422 
4.5 
I. 30 
-41.0 
1.11 
0.257 
0. 00790 
0. 242 
12.65 
-- 23.0 
-0. 18 
0. 285 
Ta illess 
I. 25 
0.463 
3.73 
2.2 
20.0 
----- - ----------
----------.-----
0.001805 
.---------------
26.9 
24.0 
-0.04 to -0.08 
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TABLE XIl.- MAXI MUM TOTAL ACCELERATION IN CREi\LE ITS O~ CONVE TIONAL AIRPLANE 
Tail length 
(rt) 
0.91 
I. 37 
I. 25 
0.91 
I. :37 
1. 825 
0.91 
1. 37 
1.825 
0.91 
I. :17 
1. 25 
0.91 
I. 37 
0.91 
1. 37 
1. 825 
{ 
{ 
{ 
{ 
{ 
{ 
{ 
{ 
{ 
'r ail area 
(sC! r t) 
0. 199 
. 283 
. 364 
. 199 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.283 
.364 
0. 199 
.283 
. 364 
. I 9 
. 283 
. 364 
. 199 
.2 3 
.364 
0. 199 
. 283 
. 364 
. 199 
. 283 
.364 
. 199 
.28.3 
.364 
0. 199 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.2 
.364 
0. 199 
.2 3 
.3G4 
.199 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.283 
.364 
0. 199 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.2 3 
.364 
I. 86 
1. 88 
I. 92 
1. 92 
1. 90 
1. 90 
1. 90 
1. 91 
I. 93 
1. 93 
I. 93 
I. 93 
1. 6 
1. 87 
1. 88 
I. 92 
1. 92 
I. 90 
l. 90 
1. 90 
1. 90 
I. 91 
I. 93 
1. 93 
1. 93 
I. 93 
-0. 21 
- .24 
-.28 
-.28 
-0. 45 
-. 45 
-. 48 
- .49 
-0. 47 
-.39 
-.58 
-.60 
-0.22 
-.23 
-.25 
-.29 
-.30 
-O.!;! 
-.50 
-.51 
-.53 
-.5'1 
-0.66 
-.58 
-.68 
-.66 
-0.05 
-.07 
-.06 
-.05 
-0.27 
-.30 
- .1 5 
-. J7 
-0. 75 
- . 90 
-. 48 
-.44 
-0.01 
-.02 
-.03 
.01 
.02 
-0. 11 
- . 16 
-.10 
-.02 
-.05 
-0.35 
-.53 
-.? 
-.32 
[.\ 1\ increments given in 9 un its] 
(a) Center or gravity. 15 percent M.A.C. 
o 
o 
-0.01 
-.01 
-.01 
-.01 
-0.01 
-.01 
-.01 
-.01 
I. 60 
1. 57 
1. 58 
I. 59 
Tf=O 
I1= 
1. 17 
I. 14 
1. 26 
24 
0.70 
.63 
.86 
1/= 16 
0.23 
.40 
. 19 
.32 
0.21 
.38 
.W 
.30 
0.22 
.39 
. 19 
.34 
-0.03 
-.05 
-.0·1 
-.07 
-o.on 
-.10 
- . Oli 
-. 11 
-0.06 
-.09 
-.07 
-. 14 
(b) Center or grav il y. 25 percen t M.A.C. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1. f13 
I. 62 
I. fiO 
I. 64 
I. 64 
1. 2 
1. 24 
1. 29 
I. 35 
I. 32 
0.92 
. 2 
.97 
.9.; 
If=O 
0.23 
.32 
.40 
. 19 
.32 
1/=8 
0.21 
.38 
.26 
.16 
.30 
0.22 
. 39 
.19 
.34 
-0.03 
-.04 
-.06 
-.04 
-.07 
-0.07 
- .1 2 
-.09 
-.07 
-. 12 
-0.08 
-.13 
-.OS 
-.15 
-0.07 
-.14 
-.06 
-. 11 
-0.08 
-. 15 
-.06 
-. 11 
-0.08 
-. 15 
-.07 
-. 13 
-0.07 
-.11 
- .1 4 
-.06 
-. 11 
-O.O~ 
-.15 
-. 10 
-.06 
-. 11 
-0.0 
-. 15 
-.07 
-. 13 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0.02 
.02 
.01 
.02 
0.02 
o 
o 
o 
o 
.03 
.02 
.03 
0.02 
.03 
.02 
.01 
.02 
0.02 
.04 
.02 
.03 
-0. 01 
-.01 
-.01 
-.01 
-0.03 
-.07 
-.02 
-.04 
-0.09 
-. 20 
-.06 
- .1 0 
o 
o 
o 
-0.01 
- . 03 
-.02 
o 
-.01 
-0.04 
-. 12 
-.04 
-.07 
-0.01 
-.03 
-.02 
-.03 
-0.02 
-.04 
-.03 
-.05 
-0.03 
-.05 
-.03 
-.04 
o 
-.01 
-.02 
o 
o 
-0.01 
-.03 
-.02 
-.01 
-.03 
-0.01 
-.03 
-.02 
-.n:! 
0. 11 
.17 
.06 
.10 
0.0'1 
.0·1 
o 
.01 
-0.02 
-.07 
-.02 
-.04 
0.13 
.16 
. 18 
.09 
.14 
0.06 
.0 
.05 
.03 
.05 
0.03 
o 
-.01 
l. 71 
I. 72 
l. 74 
1. 68 
1. 70 
1. 72 
1. 64 
1. 66 
I. 69 
I. 21 
I. 20 
1.1 
I. 24 
I. 22 
I. 21 
I. 26 
I. 25 
I. 25 
0. 68 
.62 
.56 
.76 
.13 
.70 
.84 
. 4 
.84 
I. 76 
1.7 
1.7 
I. 74 
I. 76 
1. 79 
1.13 
I. 76 
1.7 
I. 34 
.1. 33 
I. 32 
1. 37 
I. 34 
I. 34 
1. 3 
I. 37 
1. 37 
0.95 
. 2 
.96 
.92 
. 7 
.95 
.94 
- --- ----- _ . 
SUMMARY OF I NFORMATIOI RELATING 'eo GUST LOAD 0 A IRPLANES 
TABLl!. XII.-MAXIM M TOTAL ACCELERATIOK I I T CRE1IEN T OK CONVENTIONAL AIRPLANE- oncluded 
Tail length 
(fi) 
O. I 
1. 37 
I. 25 
0. 91 
I. 37 
1. 825 
0.91 
1. 37 
I. 25 
{ 
{ 
{ 
'rail area 
(sq fi) 
0. 199 
.283 
.364 
.1 99 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.283 
.364 
0.1 99 
.2 
.364 
. 199 
.2 
.364 
. 199 
. 283 
.364 
0. 199 
.283 
.364 
. 199 
.2 
.364 
. 199 
.283 
.364 
I. 86 
I. 8 
I. 92 
I. 92 
1.90 
I. 90 
1. 90 
I. 91 
I. 93 
I. 93 
I. 93 
I. 93 
1. 93 
-0.22 
-.25 
- . 30 
-.32 
-0. 54 
-.56 
-.58 
-.60 
-0 .. 5 
-.79 
-.75 
-.82 
- .77 
0.03 
.03 
. 08 
.0 
0.04 
.01 
. J2 
.12 
0.06 
- .07 
-. 18 
. 01 
-. 10 
[All increments given in g units] 
(c) Cenier of graviiy, 35 percent M.A.C. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Il=O 
I. 67 
I. 66 
I. 70 
1.6 
I. 40 
1.35 
1. <14 
1. 43 
Il=8 
11= 16 
I. 14 
1.07 
1.00 
1.12 
1. 06 
0. 23 
. 40 
. 19 
.32 
0.21 
.38 
.16 
. 30 
0.22 
. 31 
.39 
. 19 
.34 
-0.03 
-.06 
- . 04 
-.07 
-0.07 
- . 13 
-.07 
-. 14 
-0.11 
-. 14 
-. 17 
-. 10 
-.1 
-0.07 
-. 14 
- . 06 
-. 11 
-0.0 
-. J.; 
-.06 
-. 11 
-0.0 
-.12 
-.15 
-.07 
- . 13 
o 
o 
o 
0.02 
. 03 
.01 
.02 
0. 03 
.04 
.05 
.02 
.04 
0.01 
.01 
.OJ 
.02 
0.0 1 
o 
.02 
.03 
0.01 
- . 01 
-.04 
o 
- . 02 
o 
. 02 
.02 
o 
-.01 
. 01 
-.01 
o 
- . 01 
-.01 
o 
-.02 
0. 14 
.21 
. 12 
.1 
0.09 
.12 
.07 
.09 
0.07 
.07 
.07 
. 04 
.03 
TABLE XlII.- :\1AXIi\lUl\I TOTAL ACCELERATION I NCREMENTS ON TAILLE ' AIRPLANE 
[AU increments arc given in U units; data from reference 14] 
I Cenier of I 
I I I I M eihod !!ra\'iiy (per- d110 d11m (me ana dnr ecntM. A. C.) I 
J/ =O 
Calculation { 20 2.90 -0.375 -------- -------- 2.525 2 2.90 -.375 
-------- --------
2.525 
Experiment 20 2. 64±0. 06 
Il=8 
Calcu lation { 20 2.30 -0.28 0.4 ----- --- 2.50 28 2.30 -.28 2 
--------
2. 84 
Exp(,l'i ment 20 2. 6O±0. 09 
H =17.5 
Calculaiion f 20 2. -1.00 0.20 -------- 2.08 l 28 ---.---- --------- -------- -------- ------_.-.-
Experiment 20 2.36:1=0.15 
I. 1 
I. 84 
I. 7 
I. 2 
I. 'I 
I. 6 
I. 2 
I. 84 
I. 6 
I. 49 
1.4 
I. 47 
1. 50 
I. 50 
I. 50 
1. 51 
I. 52 
I. 52 
I. 21 
I. 14 
1.07 
I. 19 
I. 14 
I. 08 
I. 16 
I. 13 
1. 09 
49 
,-~--
50 
"rethod 
Ca lculation 
l;:xpcrimenL 
CalculaLion 
Expl'riment 
Calculation 
Experiment 
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TABLE XIV.- ::\[AXL\[ :\1 TOTAL ACCELERATION IKCllE ::\1EN T 0 T CAl\ ARD AIRPI,A~E 
{ 
'" 6 
6.55 
'" 6 
6.55 
'" 6 
6.55 
[All in crements a rc given in 0 lwits; data from refere nce 15) 
1. 8.1 
I. 92 
-0. 24 
-.20 
1. 61 
I. 72 
0.3.; 
.37 
-0.05 
-.04 
11 = 7. 
1. - 0.55 -0.03 -0.10 
I. i -.51 
0.25 
.23 - . 02 
l. 55 
1. 57 
Q,35 
.36 -.09 
0.04 
.0'1 
1. 58 
I. 65 
-0.61 
-.67 
-0.0·1 -0.04 
- ,4 2 
- 09 
Jf= 17 . . ;
O. S9 
, 'Ii 
0.33 
.31 
-0.1 1 -0.01 
-.12 -.08 
TABLF XV.- EFFECTIVE G T VELOCITY AT HOllIZOKTAL 
AK D VERTI CAL TAIL A DETERi\lIXED FROi\I LOAD 
i\ IEAS ' REi\'[EKTS IX JTLIGHT 
\Ving V rtical tail surface ilorizonta l ta il surface 
Airplane 
Lr em(l~ I 
I 
d. 
U. / UeUj 
.J.n/,J:n. V./ U •• 1--(fps) da 
(0) 
I 
Xll- 15 8.0 1. 9 ±0.3 1. 89 0.53±0.4 
I 
0.5 ( Estima te) 
0- 21l 13.5 I. 72 I I. 59 . 64 .5 ( Estima te) 
• Va lue of UU. __ /1_ on assu mptions of infinite eHeetivc wing loading of verlica l ta il 
'ILl 671 ~11. 
and probable gust grad ient at wi ng and ta il of 10 chords. 
TABLE XVI.- TEST MODEL CHAllACTERISTI CS 
[Nonr ig id ai rplane] 
Il'e ight, IIL ......•.•....•......•....••...• __ •.•. ______ ... __________________ . __ .__ I. 32 
Wing area, sq ft. __ . ______________________ . ____ . __________ . ____________ . __________ I. 183 
M ean geometric chord, fL. _____ . ______________________ . __ .. _._. ___ . ____ . 0.394 
Span, ft. ______________ . __ _________ ______ ._. ____ .• _____ .. ________ . _____ ._. ______ . 3. 0 
S lope of lift curve, pe r radian ____ .. ____________ . _______________________________ ... 4. 73 
Forward ve locity, fps ________ . __________________ . ______ ... ______ . ___ . ___________ 6 1. 0 
G us t velOCity, fps __________________ .. _____ _____ _______ ._. ___ . _________________ ._____ 6.0 
Pitching moment of incrtia, slug-CtZ_________________________ ______________ __ __ . 0. 007 2 
R ad ius of gyration of wing, ft. __ . _______________________________________________ , 0.663 
\Y eight of wing, Ib _______________________________ . ____ . ____ . ___________________ __ .. 0.293 
0.02 
.01 
0.02 
. 05 
TABLE XVII.- HARACT EllISTICS OF AIRPLAXE I-IO EK FOR CALCUL,\ TJONS 
Na tural S lope of 
0.30 
.33 
0.31 
.32 
0.23 
. 16 
1. 91 
2.05 
2. 03 
1. 86 
l. 89 
2.11 
--,------
1.12 
. 63 
1. 35 
Airpla ne Condition W eight, 11' (Ib) 
' Ving arca, 
S 
(sQ ft) 1 
W ing 
loading, 
IV/ •• 
S pan , b 
(ft) 
, J..Ican wing 
chord, c 
(ft ) 
wing fre- lift cu rv(', 
Quen ey, f w deL/de< 
Tumbcr of Forward 
eng incs veloci ty, \I (m ph) 
ll emark S 
(lbjsq ft ) 
100.000 1,700 11 3. 14 .93 
100.000 1,700 58.8 11 3. ' 14 .9:! 
(cps) (pcr radia n) 
2.20 
4.25 
4.73 
4.73 
256 
256 
H ypothetical airplane ca led 
from flex ible· wing model. 
-----·1-----1-----1----1-----1----1----1----1---- ---1-----------1 
200 44,860 2,780 IG. I 150.0 18.53 :1.89 4.7G 
----------- ----1----:------:
1
----1'--- - 1----1._--------1----------
I 100,000 1,710 58. 5 140. 0 12.21 2.45 5.04 4 260 
: 2 100,000 1. 710 .5 140.0 12.21 2. 45 5.04 4 200 peeds assumed for ca lculation . 
3 100,000 1, 710 5 . 5 140.0 12.21 2.45 5.04 4 30 
4 100,000 I, 710 58.5 140.0 12.21 2. 4.) 5.04 4 400 
I--·-~--+I--I-g~-;-gg-g--:I---]J~~ I ~ii: g :~ g: g 1--1-:1-: g-:- U~ :1- -::-g-~--:I---~--I ]~-o-+~-T-~e-r:'-!g-,~-(f-,~OS-r~s-~\-·~-!~-i~-~-· L-. ~~~~~-_-I I) 
TABLE XVIII.- AIRPLANE CHA RA CTERISTICS 
Gross \\,ing Mean wi ng 
l"letl weight, pan,b deL/de< 'nlimit, \ ' L J( Airp la ne 11' area, S (It) chord, c (pcr rad ian) (g units) (mph) (mph) (Ib) (Sq ft ) (ft) 
----
---
A 25,200 987 95 II. 5 4,53 3. 14 21 1 257 1. 090 
B 45,000 1, 486 107.25 13. 9 4.42 2. 96 230 270 I. 120 
41,000 1.340 11 . 17 12.33 4.54 2.58 11 226 I. 125 
D 50,000 2.145 130 17.46 4.45 2. 0 16 214 I. 075 
E 90,000 1,650 123 14.67 4. 67 2.45 27 1 324 I. 200 
F 62,000 1, 460 117.5 13. 6 4.70 2.50 222 262 I. 173 
-~----- ---
I 
l~ 
Ai rplane Route N u mber 
A I 
A II 
A III 
U IV 
C IV 
I) V 
A 
I 
I 
I 
B IV 
D VI 
E 
/ 
V11 
I 
E lit 
F VIII 
Airplane Route 
A 1 
A II 
A III 
B JV 
C IV 
D V 
A 
/ 
l 
/ 
B JV 
D VI 
SUMMARY OF I I FORMATIO RELA'rING TO GUST LOADS ON AIRPLANES 
TABLE XIX.-SCOPE OF DATA 
- -
R cords obtained Records ana lyzed 
Route Year 
N u mber I F light hours N umber I H ours per 
of reco rds of records record 
Prewar (V- O) 
Transcontinenta l 1937- 194 1 35 17, 675 15 645 
rrranscol1Linenla l 1937- 19·11 52 12, 04 37 2i5 
rpransconLinental 1937- 1941 13 4, 485 11 295 
Caribbean, northern part of outh America 1940- 194 1 109 5, 000 29.0 
aribbcan, transcon tinenta l, tran s-Pacific 1936- 1939 193 15,902 11 7 95. I 
Tran s-Pacific J9:36-1941 14 2 18,001 100 128. I 
Wartime (V-O ) 
rr ranscontincntal 33 20,002 20 695 
Caribbean, north ern part of oUlh America 
/ 
1942-1944 19.12-1944 / 305 
/ 
18, 17 
I 
193 
I 
53 
I 
Average 
va lue 
I. 23 
I. 21 
.89 
. 63 
.73 
.71 
I. 45 
/ 
.91 
.77 
rrrans-Pacific 1942- 1945 50 4, 373 30 36 
Postwar (ail'spe d-a ltitude) 
'Pran s-Alianlie 
I 
1946 
I I 
130 
I I 
T ranscontinenta l 1946 J97 
ealtie-Anchorage-Fa irba nks 1947 57.6 
TABLE XX.- T ATI TI AL PARAMET E RS OF V- G DATA 
~nlnCU: 
(g units) 
tandard 
deviation 
0.30 
.34 
.32 
. 19 
.20 
.27 
0.39 
.29 
. 20 
V m ll % ,', (mph) (mph) 
I Skewness I I Ske\\"ne I I 
A \lcragc tandard Avcrag Standard 
value deviation valuo dev iation 
1>l'ow31' 
0.46 229. .3 1.04 172.0 21. 2 
. 74 215.7 9. 9 1. 48 158.9 24.2 
.25 206.6 .7 .79 149.5 16.4 
.79 205.7 10.00 .411 149.6 22.24 
.58 167.1 9.60 .5 139.2 13.00 
1. 77 J69.45 I I. 5 1. 41 133.20 14. 15 
Wartime 
/ 
0.4 
/ 
227. 
/ 
12.7 
/ 
0. 77 
/ 
16 .5 
/ 
30.9 
/ 
1. 14 223.0 10.06 . 31 163.8 21. 60 
I. 36 170. 4 9.52 .19 132. 17 14.30 
T ABLE XXI.-AIRPL NE LIFE AND PROBA BLE- PEED 
RATIO FOR SCHED LE D IRLI TE OPE R A TIO:\ 
Flight mi l to exceed 
Ai rplane Route 
I 
Vp/ VL 
67ilimil l' n" I U. (37.5K at V p) 
Prewar 
A I 13 X IO' 15 X IO' 23 XlO' O. 
A n 2 12 6 . 0 
A III 5 1,200 .69 
B IV 460 7,400 7 .63 
C IV 15 1, 600 6 .76 
I) V 1.6 3. 3 1.5 .79 
Wartim e 
A 
I 
1 
I 
I. 2X lO' 
I 
5X IO' 
I 
1. 7 X IO' 
/ 
0. 83 
B IV 1.1 220 . 35 .72 
]) VI 2.9 300 2. 6 .79 
Postwar 
E 
I 
III 
I 
----------
I 
O. 077 X IO' 
I 
----------
I 
• O. 79 
E VII 
----------
. 46 
----------
G. 9 
F VIII 
----------
.12 
----------
G. 90 
. "p denotes probable speed of fUgb t. 
I 
Remarks 
Range of 
h Oli l s 
575 to 00 
200 to 400 
150 to 450 Operating conditions and 
3 to 26 fl ight load experience. 
70 to J30 
120 to J40 
/ 
600 to 00 
I 
Operating conditions and 3 to 26 
30 to 90 fli ght load experiencc. 
I I 
peed tendency. 
-
1\ [axim ulll va lues recorded 
I I 
,-
.Il1lI7lOl: ' "I7III Z kcwnc °'"0:1: (mph) (g u nits) (mph) 
-0. 57 210 2. 00 250 
- . 22 210 2.20 260 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
-
Axis Moment about axis Angle, Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL _____________ Y N ormaL _____________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0,= gbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol Designation 
X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching _____ 
Z Yawing _______ 
N 
01l=qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y----+Z RoIL _______ 4> IS P 
Z--+X Pitch. ______ fJ II q 
X--+Y Yaw __ ______ if; w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), 6_ (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
1) J)iameter 
p Geometric-pitch Power, absolute coefficient Op= ;1)5 pn p 
p/1) Pitch ratio 
V' Inflow velocity Speed-power coefficient=~~~: 0, 
V, Slipstream velocity 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;D4 pn 
Q Torque, absolute coefficient 0(1= pn~/)5 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2~n) 
7] 
n 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=Cl.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
